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I. MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS 1 2
In his address to Congress on August 12, 1974, President Ford
expressed the hope that the. Joint Economic Committee of Congress
could present recommendations on economic policy within 6 weeks.
This report has been prepared in response to that request. It is of
necessity an interim report. As directed by S. Con. Res. 93, which
calls for "an emergency study of the economy ... with special reference
to inflation," the Committee will file a more complete report of its
findings and recommendations on or before December 31, 1974. ·
The economic situation is grave. Prices rose at an annual rate of
nearly 11 percent during the first half of this year. The rate of price
increase may diminish bttle, if at all, in the remainder of this year.
Real output fell at about a 4 percent annual rate during the first
half, and it now appears that output may continue to decline or, at
1
Senator Fulbright states : "I am in agreement with the general empliasis of
this report and consider it most timely in view of the economic problems facing
the Nation. However, because of other demands on my time I have not been
able to participate fully in the hearings ·and discussions underlying this report.
In the circumstances, I do not ·believe it would be appropriate for me to take
a position on all of the recommendations <!ontained therein."
• Representative Widllllll states: "In recent years, I have 'Spent a great deal of
time, as a member of both the House Banking and Currency and the Joint Economic Committees, investigating the problems caused by inflation. I have ex-·
amined and explored many aspects of inflation in great detail."
"While I suppQrt many of the recommendations in this report, I believe that
neither those recommendations nor economic programs offered elsewhere are
capable of dealing with our present jnfiation in a compreherusive, effective way.
Adjustments to our economy which will act to reduce inflation B or 5 or even 10
years from now are simply inadequate. The present inflation is exacting a terrible price from the American people, especially from those on low or fixed
incomes, such as the elderly, retired persons, the disabled .. etc. Certain sectors of
our economy, such as housing, have been devastated. Inflation cannot be perniitted to continue at anything like its present rate.
"I have m~t reluctantly concluded not only that an adequate pro~ram for
fighting infiatwn has not yet been offered to us, but that there are really no new
programs which we can e:xpect· to appear in the near future. Therefore, I think
that the President and the Congress ;:;hould consider most caref\lllY the reimposition of comprehensive price and wage controls in our economy, in .order to
allow some of the other recommendations for fighting inflation which have bei>n
made to be implemented and take. effect in the medium to· longer term. I raise
the possibility of controls only after long and serious thought on tbis matter,
having borne in mind my own previous record or opposition to controls and
effort>: to bring about their end, rather than introduction.
"I am well aware that price and wage controls both are difficult to administer
and lead to certain inequities. However, the present raging inflation is itself
causing extreme difficulty and severe hardships fGr a large number of Americans.
Income and wealth are being transferred within our economy in 'a most arbitrary
manner. People are being thrown out of work by inflation. If inflation. continues
and credit remains tight, the number of unemployed persons will grow at a
most ullllcceptable rate.
"For these reasoos, I believe that 'aero&'! the board' priee and wage controls
may prove to be the only effective weapon available to us against inflation in the
short run. If such controls are to be reimposed, it should be clear that they will be
eifective when passed as of the time that the President prOposed them to the
Congress, in order to avoid wbat.will be the ntherwise inevitable runup of both
prices and wages during the period of debate in the Congress. The President and
the Congress should recGnsider controls in this context."
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best, remain e.ss~ntially flat for the rest of the year. 3 The unemployment rate has nsen from 4.6 percent last October to 5.4 percent in
A;-ugu~t and can be expected to rise further. Credit scarcity record
hrgh mterest r~tes, ,~nd uncertainty 1:egar(ting- the economic 'outlook
have created a situa;t10n ot grea.t stress m finanmal markets.
~~embers of the J!"int Economic 9ommittee have participated in the
'Vrnt;e House meetmg of economists on September 5 and in other
meetmg-s. sumll!oned by .the Pr~siden~ inth«;l past .few weeks. "\Ve plan
to participate m the further discuSSions with economists on Septemw
her 23 an~ in t!te "summit'' meeting on t~e eC?fiom,v on Septem.~r 27
and 28. v~ e believe that the recommendatiOns m this re
constrtute
a S?und action progran: fot ~he economy and hope that
will-fonn
part of th~ ~asiS for discusswn at those meetings. 4 We recognize that
other partrcrpan~s in these. rn_eetin~ will ?e putti~g forward a variety
of other suggestions, and rt 1s our mtentwn to g:rve these suggestions
full consideration.
The current. series o~ meetings on t~e economy is providing a valunhl_e OJ.?portumty for v1ew~ to be consldered and consensus to emerge.
It IS v~tal that t~ese ~eetnrgs be followed by action. Quick action to
deal '!Ith a deterwratmg economy is essential. The Congress and the
A~erwan P.eople are ready to cdoperate with the President in developmg. ar~d Implementing an action program. The program must be
a. reahsbc .one. It must not hold out false hope that there is anv one
Simple policy for dealing with inflation and staghation or that sick
economy can be restored overnight to a path of healthy noninflationary growth.
'
0£ fund~ment.al importance ~o designing a program to deal with
the present mflat1on and stagnation is an understanding of the anatomy
of ~his particular infla~ion-both its. past causes and the present forces
whiCh, If unchecked, will cause it to continue.
. The present high rates of inflation are not the result of excess demand. There are strong demands in individual industries such as stee.l
paper, and fert~lizer. Howeyer, rio major sector of dorn'estic demand
has p~1shed agamst productive capacity over the past vear. Consumer
spe;ndm~ has fallen 2.percent in real terms during the past.4 quarters,
resi?entral constructiOn 25 percent, Federal purchases ~.5 percent.
Busmess fixed investment is up, but less than 2.5 percent. State and
local p~r~hases at:e up !ess than 4 percent.
If t~rs JS :wt pr1mar1ly an excess demand inflation, neither is it a cost~
push mflat10n as that tenn is commonly understood .. Throughout the

a

• A detailed assessment of the economic situation and outlook. prepared b:v
Committee s.tat'f, will be found in the appendix to this report.
·
·
Representatives Brown and Bl'ackbnrn state: "At least two members of the
Committee believe that the recommendations in this report represent a rehash
of the same old belief in the omnipotence of government over the private seetot
for t~e purposes o~ mani~ulating social/political policy by the use of deficit
spend.mg. It is precisely th1s kind of Federal fiscal policy which has created our
inflatwnary problems. In the past 41 fiscal yeam the Federal budget (even the
misleading "unified budget". of recent years) has enjoyed ·a surplus only nine
times for a total of $35 billion, but has been in deficit 32 times for a total of
$364 billion. And in the process our Federal budget has grown to wher!.' it now
plays an overwhelming role in national spending and: 'a dominant role in national
~orroynng. This ,~!.'POrt offers little enCI)uragement
any retutn to economic
old time religion by the Federal Government or by those· who have dominated
its policies for so long."
·
··
·
th~
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control period wage increases lagged behind price increases. Even with
the more rapid wage increases since the controls were lifted at the end
of April, real average hourly earnings are more than 3 percent below
year earlier levels. Large wage increases certainly threaten to become
an inflationary factor in the months ahead as workers struggle to recover lost ground, but wage-push does not explain the price increases
already experierrced.
· Poor crops, the quadrupling of international oil prices, the devaluation of the dollar, high world prices for a variety of raw materials and
industrial products each form part of the explanation for current
inflation. However, even these extraordinary factors do not explain
why wholesale industrial prices have risen at an annual rate of .35
percent in the past 3 months; why iron and steel prices are up 44
percent in the past year, nonferrous metals 45 percent, industrial
chemicals 62 percent; why at a time of reduced demand and productio? cutbacks, automobile prices are up by $700-800 and more within
a~~~~
•
· vVholesale prices of crude petroleum in this country are up 79
percent in the past year. The sharp increase in the cost of imported
oil explains part of this rise. However, after-tax profits equal to 21
percent of equity in the first quarter of this year-as compared to 12
percent in the late 1960's--surely indicate that price increases have far
exceeded cost increases. Similarly, in the primary nonferrous metals
industry the return on equity was 17 percent in the first quarter, compared to 12 percent in the late 1960's, and in the chemical industry 18
percent as compared to 14 percent. These comparisons are with the
relatively high profit years of the late 1960's, not with the depressed
profit levels of the early 1970's. 5
Increasingly, a significant part of the current inflation can be understood only in the context of administered prices in concentrated industries which typically increase despite falling demand. Some part of
this phenomenon can be explained by adjustments to overcome distortions created by the control prot,rram and some part by an upward
adjustment to high world prices. However, a substantial part appears
to be unexplainable except in terms of the ability of concentrated industries to resist competitive forces and to achieve a target return on
investment in good times and bad.
In addition, there is an abundance of evidence that structural dis·
tortious in the public as well as the private sector are a major contributing factor to our current e..conomic problems. Together they
hamper the free flow of goods and services, both domestie.ally and
internationally; restrict and in some cases totally eliminate competition; impose high costs on the consumer and the averag-e businessman;
and retard technological progress. While it is not possible to precisely
measure the additional costs imposed on consumers by structural distortions, Pstimates range as high as tens of billions of dollars annually.
Three deceptively simple proposals for dealing with the economy
• The Minority Members state: "We feel it necessary to point out. with regard
to the 1974 profit figures in this paragraph. that one quarter is it verv short
period to tl'~E' for comparison with other profit levels. Additionally, because of
thE> hig:h rate of inflation in 1978-74, present profits must bt> discounted both for
inventory profits and the differences between capital consumption allowances
and the r!'placE>ment cost of the capital goods consumed. in production. The
profit comparisons in the paragraph are somewhat misleading in the absence
of such adju,stments."
"
·
,
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have at times emerged in recent public discussions. One is to halt inflation through the use of severely restrictive fiscal and monetary policies; the second is to impose mandator
ice and wage controls over
the entire economy; the third is to Jet in ion rage but to "index" all
forms of income and wealth to the inflation rate. 6 vVe believe the Administration should and will emphatically reject each of these simplistic approaches. The first-severe fiscal and monetary restraintwould impose intolerable social costs and run serious risk of creating
a real depression. 7 Unemployment rates in excess of 8 percent over llperio~ of 2. or more years would probably be required to bring ~he
mflat10n rat¢ to 4 percent by this means. 8 The second~omprehensive
price and wage controls--would not be workable at the present time
because of the distortions already present in both the wage and priee
structure, the disparities between U.S. and world prices, and the impracticality of controls in the Agricultural sector.l1 The third suggestion-indexing of all incomes--is similarly not a workable proposal.
A democratic society with a free market economy contains no mecha·
nism for imposing quick adjustments on all forms of incomes. Inflation would continue to create cruel inequities and serious market
distortions.
While none of thethree approaches listed above is workable in its
extreme form, each contains elements which should form part of a
6
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state : "The authors of this report
seem to have missed a fourth 'deceptively simple' proposal which is the one our
constituents most often suggest to u.s: Control Federal spending, balance the
budget and stop the deficits which cause government borrowing-which in turn
send up interest rates and cause funds to fiee the thrift institutions (housing),
the banks (where con.sumer loans and private inveii!tments.are financed) and the
Rtock market (where major business expansions which create jobs are financed).
We would agree that such a 'deeeptively simple' proposal may not totally resolve
the complex problems we face today, but it should not he ignored either!'
7
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "The Nation faces the risk of a
real depression if in:flation is not brought u:pder control. The Federal Government,
according to Secretary of· the Treasury William Simon, i.s borrowing, directly
and through debt which it guarantees, 62 percent of all the funds bein~~: borrowed
today. In spite of the 'guaranteed' nature of Federal debt (because the Federal
Government owns the printing presses which print the dollars by which the
interest can be paid off), the interest Uncle Sam is paying today has exceeded 9
percent on short-term obligations. The disintermediation thi.s has causf'd is massive and .so· are the social costs-because the economic costs are so high. Under
the unified budget, the increase in Federal debt indicated in fiscal year 1974 was
only $3.5 billion, which does not seem much on an almost $30.0 billion annual
budget. But Federal Reserve Board Chairman .Arthur Burns has testified that
the actual Federal debt increase was closer to $21 billion. whim the Fed!>ral
borrowings necessary to finance Government guarantees a~e .Mldoo in. These
include federally guaranteed home mortgages, educational loans, etc. To eliminate such deficit~causing programs would. indeed ha.ve Us social costs to the
people who benefit from them. But the existence of such ·programs cannot he
overlooked as the cause of inflation which generally has had tremendous
social coste tQ the low-income people (who ,some ql' these t,ry to al'!sist) and the
middle-income citizens who pay for practical'I;Y all Federal programs but are
directly benefited by few of them."
• RepresentativeFl Brown and Blackburn state: "No.on.~ finds any pleasure in an
increase in unemployment as a result of tile need to ·control inflation h:v the
mechanism of maintaining a stable mpney .!Jupply. But. considerable political
pride has been taken over the years in the.'c}leap money~ expansion of the monetary s'upply which has laid the.base for in:tlatioll by pushing debt off on future
generations.''
.. . .
. , ,
·
• Representative~<· Brown and Blackburn.~s1;a.te:, :~'This statement should be
recalled later in the report when credit controls are recommended."

(
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comprehensive a<:tion pr?gram.10 R~ducing inflation and restor~ng e~~
nomic growth will reqmre responsible fiscal a~d mone~ary pohCie~, 1:
will require a firm-but largely volunt~ry-prwe and mcomei? poh?Y'
it will require equity adjustment to assist those ~urt .most _by m~at10n
and high unemployment. Furthermore, comhatmg mfla:ti.on will require intense new efforts to develop sector-by-sedor poliCieS :for e~ch
problem area of the e~o.nomy ..Both private a?-d government pr::ctwes
which restrict competition, raise costs and prices, or create barriers to
employment must be reformed.
.
The needed poli~ies ca~ be sum!lled up un~er :four headmgs: fiscal
and monetary pohcy; pr1ce and 1~comes pohcy_; help :for those hur.t
most by inflation; and the restoratiOn of an efficient marl~et ec~momy ·
Our recommendations :for steps which should be taken qmckly m.each
of these four policy areas are su~mar:ized below. T~e body of t_lns r<:po.rt explains these recommendations m great~r deta_ll and also Identifies a number of areas of longer run concern m whiCh .furthe~ study
and policy formulation should go forward on an urgent bas1s.
Our recommendations on fiscal and mone~ary pohcy, o~ ~arket
efficiency, and on help for those hurt worst by mfl~tion fall w1t~m the
consensus demonstrated at the White House meetmg of economist~ on
September 5. The emergence of this consensus is most encourag1~1g,
and we are happy to give it our suppo1t. In t~1e fourth bro~d po!ICY
area~price and i~com~s
Y-:-the consensus 1~ less ?lea:. We beheve
our recommendatiOns m
difficult area are 1magmat1v.e _and constructive. We urge that not only Congress and t~e Admnnstrahon,
but also business, labor, and consumer leaders giv·e them full and
thoughtful consideration.

Fiscal and Monetary Policy
The Nation is looking to its government for 3: demon~t~ation that
Congress and the Administrati?n can cooPf:rate m exerCising c?ntrol
over Federal spending both this year and In the future. E~erCise ~f
such control will do much to restore public confidence and will pe~mit
monetary policy to follow a more moderat~ co~rse. 11 At the same tim~,
care must be exercised that Federal spendmg IS not sl~shed ~o drastically as to interrupt the efficient delivery of vital pubhc ~erviCes or to
plunge the economy deep into recession. 12 Federal tax re?e1pts ~uctu~te
sharply in response to changes h?th in e~plovment and u~ the mflatH~n
rate. A firm rein on spending IS essential, but a commitment to tie
1" Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "A balanced
Feder~l bud!1iet,
has not been tried as a consistent policy (or asa matter of KeyneS1~n policy
which requires it under certain corcumstances} ~or the last generatwn, even
though many States require it by law and no busmess or private citizen could
survive without it."
·
11Representatives Brown and Blackb~rn state: "'.rhis ~~p~ar;: to be as close as
the Committee can bring itself to endorsmg fiscal responsibility.
· 12 Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "One generati~n·~ 'vital public
service' is the previous generation's frill and the nex~ generatiOn ~ debt-paid
for b:v inflation. For instance, the Nation's first $300 h1llion expenditure budget
will hit this fiscal year. It is hard to assess all that spending as being for nondeferrable 'vital public services' when one considers that the Federal Government
was managing to meet a lot of 'vital public services' by spending only $200 billion for the first time just 4 years before in fiscal. year 1970 and spent oni:r $100
billion for the first time in tisci:tl year 1962 on thmgs that were then considered
'vital public services.' "
·
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future spending to this uncertain level of receipts, regardless of the
state of the economy, would unwisely limit the Government's ability
f,o r·espond to changing economic conditions.
Federal outlays in the current fiscal year should be held
to $300 billion. Both defense and civilian outlays should be
scrutinized to determine the areas where cuts can best be
made. Total outlays should be cut sufficiently to permit
initial outlays for a new public service employment pro- ·
gram to be included within a $300 billion total.13
Strenuous efforts should be undertaken to restrain the
year-to-year increase in Federal spending from fiscal
1975 to fiscal1976.
Given the expectation that Federal outlays this fiscal
year will be held to $300 billion, there should now be a
moderate shift toward less restrictive monetary policy.
To assure that sectors such as housing, agriculture,
public utilities, small business, and State and local governments can borrow badly needed funds and that funds
flowing to corporate business go into productive rather
than speculative uses, a system for channeling credit is
required.14 15
Price and Incomes Policy

inflation hut will not increase the real volume of goods and services
to be divided among our citizens.
.
.
In order to head off this wage-price sp~ra1, bUJ?mess, labor, consumers and government must join together m a ~OCI!"l co~tract under
which business and labor agree to exercise restramt m pnce •and ":age
demands government undertakes to enact ta:-: cJ:ange.s to achieve
more eq~ita'ble distribution of the costs of fightmg mflatwn, and ~th
government and consumers actively bring preESnre to _bear ag~u:st
unjustified price and profit increases.16 The present s~nes of "' h1te
House meetings on the economy provides an opport;umty for the ~le
ments of this social oontracl to be worked out by ~he lJl~:r:e~ted parties.
The newly established Council on Wage 'and Pr1ce StaJb1hty can P.rovide the mechanism for monitoring the social contract and resolvmg
diffi:culties as they arise.
If workers are to be expected to continue to show needed
restraint in their wage demands, they must be offe~ed an
alternative means of restoring part of recent losses m .real
purchasing power. To accomplish this, Congress and the
Administration should work together to develop and enact tax changes which provi~e immediat~ relief to low
and middle income persons without reducmg .the o_verall
revenue potential of the tax system. Reductions. m the
social security tax or in the lower brackets ?f the mcome
tax coupled with the elimination of unjustified ta~ subsidies an increase in the minimum tax on those m the
highe~t income brackets, and the introduction of new
taxes designed to encourage the conservation of energy
would meet this objective.17 18

During the past year declining output, devaluation, and increased
payments to foreign oil producers have left the United States
with ·a smaller total volume of real goods and services to be distributed
among its citizens. The great majority of our .citizens perceive, quite
correetly, that their standard of living has been sHpping. The resultant
struggle over the distribution of income is intense and threatens to
~me. more so. If uncheeked, this struggle will be characterized by
~ncreasmgly large wage demands and work stoppages and will result
m a wage-price spiral which will vastly intensify and prolong the
13
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "This recommendation >!E>ems
inconsistent with stated objective of maintaining 'the Government's abilitv to
respond to changing economic conditions.' The Joint F>Conomic Committee could
serve. the current circumstances better by establishing the many areas where
cuts m spending can be made and. establishing priority for those cuts, rather
than figuring out what new programs there should be and how thev should be
financed."
·
14
Senator Percy states: "Although most Members of Congre.ss would agree thRt
certain sectors of our economy, such as housing, are having severe credit difftcultie~, I do not believe that there is general support for, and I do· not support,
establishment of any mandatory system for allocating credit to be administered
by the Federal Government. I do not think, given the great complexity of our
economy, that effective and equitable administration of such a system would
be possible. Additionally, I do not believe that a voluntary 'credit allocation
schem~ could make any meaningful contribution in the pr~nt difllcult credit
situatwn. ~ am afraid that our only practical recourse is to, the slow process
of responsible Federal fiscal policy, which will enable that moderate easing of
monetary policy sufllcient to generate a greater flow of credit to hard-hit areas
in our economy."
15
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "The Committee, having sworn
!Qtf wage and price controls, embraces credit controls. Without the specifics of
:bow this can be accomplished and the rationale for why it will work ·when wage
and price controls didn't and won't, the recommendation· seems flimsy."

1• Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "An absolutely ~ssE>ntial P_';lrt
of this contract should be spending restraints by government, particularly \nth
a view to reducing deficits."
.
. .
.
n Senator Proxmire states: "I strongly di.sagree with the practiCality .of th1;;;
nebulous 'social contract.' The only record from a labor spokesman wh1ch the
Committee has had on this issue is the testimony of Leonard Wood?ock, h<:ad of
the United Auto Workers--one of the most public spirited and soc1ally onented
unions in the country. Mr. ·woodcock fiatly opposed such a tax proposal as a
basis on which labor should moderate its wage demands. Furthermor~, th~ tax
changes proposed here would probably be going in the. wrong ~SCf!.l dlrectionaggravating the Federal deficit-because of the practical unhkehhood of any
revenue raising tax reform in the near future. Also, attempts to counterballl:nce
tax-revenue losses by increasing taxes on higher bracket incomes or ~orp?rati(.ms
would be likely to reduce the investment which is essential for fi,ght~ng mflatw~
by increasing supply. I emphatically favor tax reform b?t t}J.is so~l~,l contract
seems likely to push the Federal Government into a much b1gger deficit. . 'd' ,
'
18 Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "'Unjustified tax subs1 ~e;;;
should probably be eliminated and tax credits to encourage energy couserva~wn
should probably be passed in any event. To try to relate them to tax reduct;ons
for low- and middle-inco~e taxpayers is specious. No ~ignifica1_1t tax reduct~ons
for low- and middle-income taxpayers can be accomplished w1thout reductwns
of Federal spending-unless we are to have inflationary defici~s. And no. tax
breaks can be given in the private sector for energy conservatiOn or busmess
expansion to reduce shortages without either increusin~ taxes elsew,here or
cutting Federal spending. The failure to resolve that questiOn at all is »bat has
led to deficit and inflation. It should be resolved in favor or the taxpayer having
more control over spending his own resources arid against the l<'ede:ral Government taking taxpa~ei: dollars either in taxes or' inflation:." .
.
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To fulfill its role in monitoring the social contract the
Council on Wage and Price Stability should:
(1) Consult fully and regularly with business, labor,
and consumer groups.
(2) Recommend appropriate non-inflationary behavior for prices, wages and executive compensation
on a specific industry-by-industry basis.
. (3) Conduct a systematic and continuing review of
all practices or procurement policies of the Federal
Government which may contribute to inflation.
( 4) Recommend actions to eliminate inflationary
bottlenecks by increasing supplies of scarce materials
or of skilled labor, to increase productivity, and to
strengthen competition.
(5) Hold public hearings on particular private or
government actions the inflationary consequences of
which would damage the national effort to restore
price stability.
(6) Request from both public and prjvate parties
all cost, price and profit data or other information
necessary to the execution of its responsibilities. 19
(7) Send formal public notice to both Congress and
the President whenever the national effort to restore
price stability is seriously threatened by either private or public failure to comply with the Council's
guidance or to supply essential information.
In order that the Council on Wage and Price Stability
be equipped to carry out these vital tasks:
(1) The Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and the Assistant Attorney General in charge of
the Antitrust Division should be made members of
the Council.
(2) The aupropriation for the Council should be
increased substantially.20
Consumer groups should adopt a watchdog function on
the wage-price front. Their influence should be brought to
bear selectively against price increases based on scarcity
or market power and those imposed by cartels. The Council on Wage and Price Stability should solicit the help of
responsible consumer groups.
We believe that, with the cooperation of business, labor and consumers, the above recommendations form the basis fur a price-incomes
19

Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "The Government surely requires data when it must make the decision; but one wonders about the invasion
of nrivacy, which the Government appears to oppose--when others do it."
""Representative Moorhead and Senator Javits state: "The collection and
analysis of accurate and verifiable information on wages, prices, sales, costs,
profits and productivity is essential to the effectiveness of any voluntary price
and incomes policy. The Council on Wage and Price Stability should be given
the power of subpoena to assist the Council in carrying out its vital task."

policy which will make the needed contribution to reducing inflation
and improving distributional equity. If cooperation is not forthcoming
and if these policies fail to have their hoped-for effect, then consideration must be given to strengthening the powers of the Council on
Wage and Price Stability through provision of subpoena power and
the power to delay price increases and even to roll back prices in
situations in which clearly unjustified price increases in concentrated
industries threaten to undermine the overall effort to restore price
stability.
Helping Those Hurt Most by Inflation
The tax relief proposed as part of the price-incomes policy described
above would benefit many lower income persons hurt by inflation. However, not all those most in need of hell? are on the tax rolls.
Two groups especially hard hit either by inflatiOn or by the policies
which have been adopted to fight inflation are the poor and the
unemployed.
A new program of public service employment adequate
to create about 150,000 additional jobs should be activated
when unemployment reaches 5.5 percent. Should unemployment rise to 6 percent the program should be expanded to a total of 500,000 to 650,000 jobs. 21
The unemployment insurance system should be
strengthened by raising the maximum weekly benefit to
two-thirds the average wage in each State, with each individual recipient receiving at least 50 percent of his
weekly wage, up to the maximum. The duration of benefits
should be extended an additional 13 weeks nationwide as
soon as the seasonally adjusted insured unemployment
rate reaches 3.5 percent (roughly the equivalent of an
overall unemployment rate of 5.5 percent).
The coverage and payment scales of the food stamp
program should be ·adjusted every 3 months for food
price changes. The Supplemental Security Income program should raise its income standards to a level which
would eliminate poverty among the elderly. Enactment
of a just and dignified comprehensive Federal income
maintenaRce system to replace the present hodgepodge
of cash and in-kind programs should .receive priority attention by Congress and the Administration in 1975.2'2 23 24
21
Representative Reuss notes: "Unemployment is already at 5.4 percent. The
sooner a program of public service jobs is activated, the greater our chances of
containing any further rise in unemployment. A program to provide 500,000 public
service jobs is needed at once."
22
Senator Proxmire states: "The cost of these three programs: Public service
jobs, unemployment compensation increases and supplementa~ security inco~e
increases could be so great that they should be approached cautiOusly. The pubhc
service employment trigger should be kept at 6 percent. Other Federal spending
must be reduced to offset the cost of these programs or the country will be
plag-ned again with the nightmare skyrocketing deficits of recent years.
23
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "The Committee seems to
devote most of its attention to added Federal programs, rather than to how to
eliminate Federal spending to reduce inflation and its inevitable follower,
depression. The problem is how to make real employment more productive. not
how to make unproductive employment appear to be real. Current unemployment
(Continued)
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Restoring Market Efficiency
Administrative and legislative action to break up privat-e market
power and to eliminate the Gov~rnment regulations and practices
which restrict competition and interfere with the efficient functioning
of the economy are the key to a successful long-run effort to restore
healthy noninflationary growth. The list of restrictive practices which
need to be eliminated is familiar to every economist and policymaker. A
few remain in effect through inertia, but the majority remain because
thev are of benefit to powedul,and vocal groups in our society. In
each case; the benefits need to be reassessed in ~omparison to the costs
to society as a whole. Where the costs exceed the benefits restrictive
practices and inefficient regulations must be eliminated. If Congress
.:and the Administration :fail to exhibit the political courage to take
needed actions in this area, the people will surely have a right to
.question the seriousness of their government in fighting infiation. 25
A number of structural problems are discussed in Chapter V
u:f this report and specific recommendations are made with respect t.o
'too energy and agricultural sectors and with respect to increasing proiluctivity m the economy as a whole. The Committee plans to continue
its investigations of structural problems and make further recommendations in December. However, the detailed examination of many different rules and regulations which is required goes beyond what this
Committee alone can hope to accomplish.
A Commission should be appointed jointly by Congress

and the President to recommend. comprehensive legislation to eliminate both. governmental and private barriers
(Continued)
is spotty and there is a need for pub'ic service employment in some areas right
now. In recent weeks, in spite of increases in unemployment, the duration of
unemployment does not seem to be increasing-a.lthough that bears watching.
Simple national triggering devices really are not adequate to the complex issue of
unemployment, welfare and social security supplements. 1Vbile prompt and effective employment programs are extremely important, the best part of this recommendation is that which asks enactment of a better program that is just and
dignified. Any such program would surely not let welfare rolls expand in boom
times and fail to meet individual and public needs in poor economic times."
"'Representatives Conable and Widnall state: "We would like to emphasize the
need, referred to in this recommendation, to replace the food stamp and other
in-kind programs presently in effect with a unified welfare program as promptly
as possible. The in-kind programs require.multiple layers of complex administration to implement numerous qualifications and phaseouts. 1Ve have supported such
replacement in the past in the Congress. We have not seen any evidence since then
that in-kind programs can work in a desirable way over the long term. The
present uncertainty and instability in our economy only heighten the distortions
which maintenance and expansion of these programs cause. We need compreben.,;ive welfare reform to have a program more simplified, intelligible and equitable."
""Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "Powerful political and economic interests are involved in business, labor and government, as where monopoly control is essential to continued political and economic power. The recommendations below should include them as noted."

(
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to an efficient market economy. 26 In making its legislative
recommendation the Commission should carefully consider the elimination, retention, or modification of:
· Federal subsidies.
Production quotas and marketing orders.
Price supports.
Excess stockpiles.
Prevailing wage determinations.
Excessive or inept regulation of transportation and
communication.
Import quotas a;nd voluntary agreements to curtail
imports.
Retail price maintenance,
and other similar governmental impediments to economic
efficiency.27
The Commission should also consider the strengthening
of private competition through actions such as:
Divestiture and reorganization.
Improved antitrust laws and administration,
including the transfer of enforcement responsibility
to an independent agency.
Removal of artificial barriers to employment.
The Commission should in addition consider the provision of adjustment assistance for groups of workers
severely affected by the transition to a more competitiv~
economy.
"'Representatives Conable, 1Vidnall and Senator .Javits state: ''We are particularly interested in the many opportunities to make structural ehanges to
improve the efficient operation of the free market economy by altering or eliminating some of the large number of Federal laws and regulations in specific areas
of our economy. The ::\Iinority Members of this Committee have referred to some
of the opportunities in this area, especially in the field of transportation, In the
:.\Iinority Views to the Committee Annual Report during the last several years.
At one of the EJConomie 1Summrts within the past several weeks, Dr.. Hendrik
Houthakker of Harvard University, formerly a member of the Council of Economic Advisers, referred to forty-five areas in which the Federal Government
pl'e~<ently exercises some degree of control and, in his opinion, affects adversely
the operation of the free market in allocating resources. As Dr. Houthakker suggested then, inflation and other of our present economic problems are long-term
problems which require a long-run attempt at solution. In our opinion, although
many of the distorting Federal policies and regulations have powerful defenders,
now is an especially appropriate time to undertake a comprehensive review in
this area:•
2
' Representatives Brown and Blackburn state : "Tax benetlt,s and restrictions
,;hould be mentioned here. Among the burdens to economic efficiency should certainly be added the amount of paperwork and the excessive controls under existing law as well as new laws to protect the environment, safety and health of
<'mployees, consumers, etc. The purpo.ses are worthy, but they certainy add to
the unproductive costs of business--particularly small or new businesses which
can ill afford to carry such burdens."

c
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The Commission should report within six months of its
establishment. In appointing the Commission the President and the congressional leadership should make an
advance commitment to introduce the Commission's recommendations in Congress immediately in the form of
omnibus legislation and to give it prompt consideration~
The General Accounting Office should be directed to
conduct investigations of violations of the antitrust laws
and other anticompetitive practices in the Government or
the private sectors, and to report its findings to the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department, the Federal
Trade Commission, and Congress. Such investigations
should supplement and not replace the activities of the
Antitrust Division and the Federal Trade Commission.28
Oil Prices
The Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act should be
maintained throughout the present inflation emergency.
Price ceilings on domestic crude oil should not be raised
for the present.
The U.S. Government, without fanfare, should
strengthen its efforts to bring world oil prices down.
The Government should launch a renewed campaign
to conserve energy. Other consuming countries should be
kept informed of our conservation efforts and urged to
intensify their own.
Agriculture
Strong world dem~nd :for :foodstuffs and a greatly reduced level o:f
mean that, m the absence o:f new policies, :farm prices will
contmue to fluctuat~ sharply ~round a ris!ng trend. Bumper crops next
year are necessary I:f the Umted States IS to meet domestic demands
replenish stocks, and :fulfill its traditional role as a world supplier. '
Increased efforts must be made to reduce the constraints
on farm output currently imposed by shortages of fuel,
fer~ilizer, and farm machinery and equipment. Investigation of such bottlen~ks and ameliorative action-including allocation programs where necessary-should be
undertaken on an urgent basis by the Council on Wage
and Price Stability.
Congress should pass legislation establishing a system for managing exports of critical food and feed
rese~ves

28
Repre~entatives Conable and 'Yidnall state: """e are opposed to involving
the Ge'?eral Accounting Office in the Federal antitrust process for several reasons. First. ":e think that the General Accounting Office, w,hich has performed
an excellent JOb for the Congress for a number of years, is in danger of IJeing
re!).~ested to take on too many responsibilitie.s, which could impair the Office's
abiht_y to do a first-rate job on all of its tasks. Second, we are opposed to fragme'?tmg the Federal antrust effort. We are in favor· of greater support in the
ant~trust area, however, and believe that greater resources should be made
available to both the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice and the
Fed~ral Trade Commission. Such added support would be far preferable to invol~mg another Federal agency, in this case the General Accounting Office. in
antitrust enforcement."
- ·
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when projected market supplies are inadequate to meet
domestic needs without drastically increasing prices. The
Secretary of Agriculture should be authorized to (a) set
up an export licensing system for agricultural commodities determined to be in critically short supply; and (b)
require prior approval of such exports when necessary. If
allocation of scarce exports is necessary, the highest priority should be given to countries needing food aid and the
next priority to regular export customers.
The Committee strongly supports reorganization of the
Commodity Exchange Authority and increases in its personnel strength and in its authority. The Committee
recommends that the regulation of the commodity exchanges can be accomplished most effectively by an agency
completely independent of the Agriculture Department
and headed by a full-time Commodity Exchange Commission similar to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Agricultural research and development, especially research efforts directed at improved crop yields and production efficiency, should be strengthen~d.
International Cooperation
Inflation and stagnation are not :faced by the United States alone.
In 107'2 and early 19'73 unusually rapid growth in a number o:f major
countries developed into a worldwide boom that contributed to the current inflation. Similarly, recessions in several major countries could
touch off a cumulative worldwide downturn.
The United States and other industrialized countries
should cooperate to avoid excessively restrictive policies
that could produce a serious worldwide recession.
International negotiations are also needed regarding specific products, especially :food and :fuels.
The United States should initiate negotiations to reach
multilateral understandings .regarding the availability of
basic commodities and raw materials. We should seek
assured availability of essential materials imports. In exchange the United States should offer potential recipients
of food aid and our regular export customers assured
access-given prior satisfaction of minimum domestic
needs-to supplies of U.S. agricultural products and raw
materials.
/
·
·
The restoration o:f healthy noninflationary. growth will not come
easily or quickly. At best, the Nation :faces several more years in
which both the unemployment rate and the inflation rate will significantly exceed levels previously regarded as acceptable. However, it is
urgent to initiate an action program so that thmgs can begin to get
better instead o:f continually growing worse. We believe the measures outlined above and described more :fully in subsequent chapters
would constitute a good beginning~ · ·
39-597-74-3
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II. FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICY
. Most analysts agr~e that neither fiscal nor monetary policy can be
smgled out as the pnmary cause of our present high rate of inflation.
Many fact?rs, including e:xtraordinary events in the food and enero-y
sectors, the delayed domestic price impact of substantial devaluatio~1s
of the dollar since 1971, simultaneous strong economic expansion by
the world's leading industrial nations, and wage and price pressures
released following a period of wage-price controls, have contributed to
the rapid rise in prices in 1973-74.
Nonetheless, the fiscal and monetary policies of the Federal Govern!llent h!l've righ_tly occupied a central place in the debate over inflatiOn. It IS clear, m retrospect, that these policies have at times been
to.o expansive and have co~tributed to the unstable price and wage
climate. Ste~dy and responsible monetary and fiscal policies must form
~he f(;mndatwn for 3; program to combat the present combination of
mflatwn and stagnation.
·

The Federal Budget
. Today th~ President and ~he Congress are faced with difficult ques-

~Ions regardmg the appropnate c~u:se for Federal_budget policy dur-

mg fiscal years 1975 and 1976. DeCidmg on appropnaw policy requires
more ~han determining ~orne ~agic number f~r overall governmental
spendmg. Careful consideratiOn mu~t be gwen to analyzing the
component~ of ~overnmenta~ spendmg with regard to the impact of varwus miXes of spen4mg on both economic activity and price
and unemployment levels. It IS also imperative to eliminate waste in
all .area~ of g<?vern~ental spending. In the· present atmosphere of
rapid~y mcr~asmg pnces, the Federal Government must do more than
pay l~p S.:rv:Ice to _the need to reduce nonproductive and inflationary
spendmg m1ts vanous programs.
. The latest ?fficial outlay estimate for fiscal 1975 is $305.4 billion.
Smce t~a! estimate was made, Con_gr~ss h~s passed legislation cutting
$~20 mllhon from regular approunatwn hills. The Defense appropriati_o~ currently in conference will probably reduce outlays another $2
hilhon ~r ~ore. Mandatory spending authorizations approved by Con~ress will mcrease 01_1tla~s about $1.9 billion, but congressional inact~on on requested _legislatiOn would save nearly $400 million. Legislation yet to h~ c?nsidered by Congrei"s could, if all of it is enacted, add a
further $1 bllhon to outlays.
On balance these congn:ssional acti?ns will probably not change 1975
o~tlays very much. Varwus other mfluences on outlays, including
h1gher than. expected costs of unemployment compensation, higher
than e~pected mterest costs, the release of previously impounded
fu~ds, and the upward pressure on all prices the Federai Government
must pay as a result of inflation, threaten to increase the official esti(141

mate. Savings may be achieved in some programs, but nonetheless
it will be difficult to hold outlays to $305.4 billion. To achieve a further
reduction will be even harder but such a further reduction is a key
ingredient of an effective anti-inflation program.
Federal outlays in fiscal 1975 should be held to $300
billion, as the President has recommended. Both defense
and civilian outlays should be scrutinized to determine
the areas where cuts can best be made. Total outlays
should be cut sufficiently to permit initial outlays for a
new public service employment program to be included
within a $300 billion totaU
While it might be possible for the President to bring about the
necessary reductions in Federal outlays through Executive action,
it is far preferable that the necessary budget changes be worked out
in cooperation with the Congress. We welcome the initiatives which
the President has taken to consult with Congress in this area.
By themselves, reductions in Federal spending offer little immediate dividend in reducing the rate of price increase. It must be emphasized that such reductions in spending are no substitute for governmental action in other areas in the fight against inflation. However,
the reduction in Federal spending from the originally projected $305
billion to $300 billion is important for several reasons. First, a smaller
government deficit will reduce Federal demands on credit markets,
making more funds available for private investment. An important
part of our present inflationary problem liE's in capacity shortages
and supply bottlenecks, and, therefore, an important part of the
solution lies in making funds available for productive private investment. Second, a firm fiscal policy will permit an easier monetary
policy than would otherwise be possible, thus further supporting
private investment and also relieving the stifling effects of tight money
on areas such as housing.
·
Finally, while only limited outlay reductions are realistically possible within the current fiscal year, the impact of budget decisions
made now is often far larger in future years. In examining the budget
for possible further savings, special attention should be raid to those
programs-defense and civilian-which, though smal at present:
threaten to explode in future years.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the budget measures only part
of the Federal impa'Ct on credit markets. In addition to the $11.4 billion budget deficit presently estimated for fiseal1975, Federally sponsored and Federally guaranteed borrowing not included in the hndget,
such as that incurred by the Export-Import Bank and the Federal
Home Loan Banks, is expected to total more than $15 billion this fiscal
year, far in excess of the official estimates made last February.
Along with the e,ffort to contain the overall level of spending, the
composition of outlays should be changed. Dramatic changes cannot
realistically be expect€d in the current fiscal year. However, areas of
"fat" in both the defense and civilian budgets can be cut sufficiently to
allo:w room for the initiation of a new program of public service employment, the cost of whieh in the current fiscal year might be about $2
billion, and for some additional outlays on other high priority areas
which have been badly squeezed by inflaJtion.
1

See footnote of Representatives Brown and Blackburn, p. 6.
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For the same reasons that we support restraining Federal expenditures in fiscal year 1975, we believe that
strenuous efforts should be undertaken to restrain the
year-to-year increase in spending between fiscal 1975 and
1976.
Fiscal 1976 does not end until almost 2 years £rom now and it
is impossible to predict what economic conditwns will be during that
time or precisely what governmental policies will be appropriate. I£
the forecasts are correct, receipts may slump badly due to higher un·employment. New programs, such as extended public service employment, referred to in greater detail elsewhere in this report, may become
necessary and appropriate. Both the Executive and the Congress will
,o£ course have to be ready to adjust both programs and levels o£ expenditure as changing economic conditions warrant. The recent establishment o£ the new Budget Committees will greatly strengthen the
ability o£ Congress to respond to changes in fiscal policy requirements.
A number o£ further questions relating to the Federal budget and
its impact on prices and employment will be under study by the Joint
Economic Committee over the next £ew months. We hope to address
them in our complete report in December. Among these are:
• An examination o£ the controllability o£ the mandatory spending programs which now make up such a large proportion o£ the
budget.
• The impact on the economy o£ federally sponsored credit agencies and the desirability o£ reincorporating them into the
budget.
• The impact on the economy o£ the combined government sector-State and local as well as Federal-and the importance o£
developing and systematically utilizing combined budget totals.
• The impact o£ the composition as well as the total level o£ Federal taxing and spending on prices, employment, and economic
growth.
Monetary Policy
During the past year, the money supply has grown between 5 and
6 percent. vVithin that period there have, o£ course, been variations.
During the third quarter o£ 1973, the money supply did not grow at all;
since last October it has grown at an annual rate o£ about 7 percent.
·while no great importance should be attached to month-to-month
variations in the rate o£ monetary growth, a 5-6 percent growth rate
over a 12-month period might in normal times be regarded as a rather
expansionary monetary policy. 2
However, during the past year, the economy has experienced severe
inflationary shocks £rom outside sources such as international oil
prices and sharply higher £arm prices. Since it was not realistic to expect that other prices would £all sufficiently to offset higher prices £or
2

Representative Blackburn states: "It is erroneous to cotisider for this purpose
the money supply on an annual basis. From early 1971 to mid-1974, the monetary
aggregates grew at the roughly constant rate, with erratic deviations, about a
trend of a 6.7 percent annual rate for M1 and a 9.6 percent rate for M2. These
are extremely high rates-higher than for any other equally long period sin<>e
World War II, which goes far in explaining why inflation has also been higher.
.At a time of a negative growth in the real GNP, this rate of monetary growth is
inexcusably high and consequently, inflationary."
·
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oil, £arm products, and other internation~lly trade~ commodi~ies, a
neutral monetary policy would have reqmred suffiment expansiOn o£
the money supply to accommodate these unavoidable price increases
and also to accommodate a growth o£ real output close to the C?onomy's
potential growth rate o£ about 4 I?ercent per ye~r. This wol!ld
have required monetary growth considerably exceedmg· that whiCh
actually occurred. Thus, monetary policy has not been neutral. but
restrictive, reflecting the decision that real output growth should be
brought below potential in order to reduce inflati~mary pr~ssm;es. !urthermore our financial markets are charactenzed by msbtutwnal
rigidities' ·which prevent all sectors £rom competing for funds on an
equal basis in periods o£ tight money. Thus, not only has the total
growth of real output been held in check, but certain se~tors-most
notably residential construction-have been thrown mto sev~re
decline. Housing starts in July were 38 percent below year-earher
levels. 3
For the months ahead, monetary growth must be adequate to accommodate the price and wage changes still needed to adjust to th~ inflationary shocks already experienced and to permit the private mvestment needed i£ the economy is gradually to return to a rate o£ growth
in line with its potential. H, as we have recommended, outl3:ys are
held to $300 billion, the Federal budget will not be a source o£ stimulus
to the economy, and it is therefore all the more importan~ that monetary policy permit business investment plans to be carried £orw~rd,
housing to recover, and municipal and agricultural nee~s £or credit to
be satisfied. Otherwise, the current sources o£ strength m the economy
will be weakened and real output will decline further instead o£ recovering. Furthermore, the choking off o£ business investment through
continued tight money would do great long-run damage t~ the economy
by limiting our future potential to produce in line with consumer
demands.
Given the expectation that Federal outlays this fiscal
year will be held to $300 billion, there should now be a
moderate shift toward less restrictive monetary policy
so that productive private investment-including housing, agriculture and small business-and State and local
investment can support gradual expansion of real output.
Even with some easing o£ monetary policy, competing sectors ':'ill
continueto vie £or limited available loan funds. H announced capital
investment plans are to be realized, business demands £or credit will
remain strong.
To assure that sectors such as housing, agriculture,
public utilities, small business and State and local govern"
trients can borrow badly needed funds and that funds
.

'

..

.

• Representative Blackburn states: "The basic· causes of our endemic infln tion
have been excessive monetary expansion over a number of years, in addition to
goYernmental defidt spending. It is erroneous to state that the monetary
policy has been restrictive at any point during the past 4 years because the
fact is .th:it it was e:xp~I!Bionary and primarily responsible for our present rate of
inflation. Therefore, we must move gradually to conquer inflation._ .One_ of the
1mrest ways of accomplishing that would be. by l)lOderation in monetary growth,
namely; by bringing annual l;llonetary Anpply groWth to about .a 4 percent r~J.te.'~
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flowing to corporate business go into produ.ctive ra!h~r
than speculative uses, a system for channeling credit IS
required.*
The Credit Control Act of 1969 provides that the President can
authorize the Federal Reserve "to regulate and control any or all
-extensions of credit" whenever he determines '~such action IS. nec~s
sary or appropriate for the purpose of pre~en.tmg or c~mtrollmg IU,~
flation rrenerated by the extensiOn of cred1t m excesslVe volumes.
Implem~ntation ?f the Cr~dit Con~rol ~~c~ co~1ld lower. t!1e pressur~ on
intereJSt rates wh1le reducmg the n~eqmt1es. m the ab1hty of varl(?US
sectors to obtain :funds by channe~mg cred1t a:vay. from speculatn:-e
endeavors. which are inflationary mto produc~Ive mvestments. It. IS
important to recognize that even a moderate ~a;smg of monetary pohcy
will not entirely relieve the uneven compehtl?n for loanable. funds.
For the longer run, financial reforms a.re reqmred to enable different
types of borrowers to compete more equally for credit, and we will disc1u;s this further in our December report. For the present, some_ for~ of
credit channeling would allow the Federal Reserve to mamtam a
lnoder·atc restraint on the money supply while aiding the sectors most
strappe<l by mone~ary restrain~.·
1Yithout endorsmrr any particular npproach, there arc several measures which the Fed~ral 'Reserve could consider as a means for channeling credit :
• A capital markets committee could be created to advise the
Federal Reserve on the selective extension of credit. To assure
that the needs of various economic sectors are given an adequate hearing, this advisory committee should be composed of
representatives of the Federal Reserve, other appropnate government agencies, the financial community, business, labor and
consumer groups. Such a committee could have a strong i:npact on lending practices even without any authority to reqmre
changes in these practices.
• Under specific criteria es~ablished ~y Congress, the. Federal
Reserve could pursue a policy of vanable reserve reqmrements.
In order to make funds avaihtble for housing, for example, the
Federal Reserve could lower the reserve requirements :for those
banks which increased construction or mortgage loans over and
above the amount during some base period. A similar reduction
in reserve requirements could also be made if bank loans were
increased for public utility investment, for small business or
other high priority uses determined by Congress.

Housing Credit
In lieu of or in addition to more general approaches to the channeling of credit, the following steps to provide support for the housing
industry should be considered :
• The Federal Home Loan Banks, the Federal N a.tional Mortgage
Association and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
could increase their level of a.ctivity in order to channel more
funds to the residential construction industry. These federally
sponsored agencies, eStablished specifically to redirect c.a.pital

·---• See footnotes of Senator Percy and Representatives Brown and Blackburn,

p. 6.
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from other purposes into the ho~~ng sect~r, ~n quickly serve
to partially offset the effects of d1smtermed1atlon.
• The Federal Reserve Banks, the Social Security Tru~t Fund
and the Civil Service Retirement Trust Fund could mcrease
their purchase of securities issued by the Government-sponsored
housing agencies in order to reduce the interest rates these
agencies must pay.
Each of the Government-sponsored housing agencies (Federal
Home Loan Banks, Federal National Mortgage Associamon and_Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation) was created to. provide a
source of credit :for housing to augment the resources of private financial institutions.
.
"When the Government-sponsored agencies were established 1t was
contemplated that they would be able ~ borro_w: ftmds at almost RJ?-Y
time because of the resemblance o£ their securities to the Treasury's.
However, in periods of credit tightness, investors differentiate these
agency securities from Treasury securities to tf1e .extent that the agencies have to pay as much as one percent.:n;ore m ~nt.erest, as c~mpared
to the interest rates on Treasury secunhes of Similar maturity. 'fhe
resultant higher interest rates which government-sl?onsore~ housmg
aaencies
must pay have contributed to the slowdown m housmg starts.
15
This Committee has long urged that the Federal Reserve Banks
purchase Federal agency securities as part of their open m~r~et
operations. Recently~ the Federal Reserve Banks have been a.cqmrmg
Federal agency securities, so that at the end ?f June 1974 they held $3.1
billion, or 4 percent of the total outst.andmg.. The Federal Reserve
should continue its support for agency secuntms and the trnst fund
accounts could increase their purehases of them also. .
These two steps would by no means solve the :nultiple problems of
the housing industry today. However, together with our general monetary and fisca1 policy recommendations, theY. would at least start tf1e
housing industry on its way npward out of Its present slump. 5 In Its
December report, the Committee hopes to make further recommendations, especially with respect to the provision of both rental and owneroccupied housing for low and moderate income persons.
• RE>presentative Carey states: "While I ag-ree that one of the problems is certainlv tight money I also believe that careful consideration must be given to
low- 'and middle-in~ome housing construction and rehabilitation to insure that
those on limited incomes, particularly the elderly, will be able to find decent,
aft'orcl.ahle homes, and deteriorating areas will be salvag~. So~e form of g!>v·
ernment subsidy is necessary to encourage low- and m1ddle-mcome housmg
construction.
·

(

III. PRICE AND INCOMES POLICY
. ~n developing a com.prehensive and workable price-wage policy, it
IS Important to recognize that during the past year there has been a
transfer o:f income out o:f the domestic nonfarm economy. Sharply
h.igh.er energy prices resulted in higher payments abroad :for oil. A
Significant part o:f the real income decline in the domestic nonfarm
economy can be explained by this and it is largely beyond our control.
Further, there was some transfer to the farm sector as a result o:f
higher :farm prices. Farm income had remained at low levels :for
a number o:f years, and to a considerable ·extent the increase in income
going to the :farmer during 1973 was desirable both on equity grounds
and to provide incentives :for increased production.
As a result o:f these transfers o:f income-first to :foreign producers
o:f ?il, and secon~,. to the :farmer-there is a smaller pie, so to speak,
W~ICh must be diVI~ed among the. rest o:f the economy. In proposing
pnce and wage adJustments, busmess, labor and government must
recognizethis circumstance and understand no sector can realistically
expect to recoup . at once all the losses suffered during the past 18
months.
Reducing the rate o:f inflation will require a social contract between
business and labor to exercise restraint in their price and wage demands. If each sector raises its prices or increases its wages to reflect
:f~lly the losses in purchasing power during the last year the economy
will be placed on a treadmill o:f dangerously spiraling inflation.
A return to price stability necessitates a willingness on
the part of both management and labor to accept price
and wage increases somewhat less than what would be
necessary to compensate them completely for inflation
plus productivity increases.

Changes in Tax Policy
Government can help make this social contract possible by usin<Y the
tax system to compensate workers, especially low-income worker~ :for
part o:f the loss o:f real income they have recently experienced.
Congress and the Administration should work together
to develop and enact a set of tax changes which provide
immediate relief to low and middle income workers without reducing the overall revenue raising potential of the
tax system.1
The tax relief aspect o:f this package could be· achieved in one
or more o:f the .:foll?wing ways:
.
• ReductiOn m the social secunty tax rate or exemption :from the
social security tax for those below a certain level of income.

----

1 See footnotes of Senator Proxmire and Representatives Brown and Blackburn, p. 7.
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This offers the advantage o:f reaching workers whose income is
too low to be subject to the income tax. I:f the employer share
o:J! the social security tax were also reduced this would have a
direct cost cutting, anti-inflationary effect.
• Allowing taxpayers the option of substituting a $250 tax credit
:for each $750 personal exemption to which they are presently
entitled. Families with annual incomes between $5,000 and
$20,000 would be the primary beneficiaries, the overall effect
· being to increase the progressivity o:f the tax system.
• Raising the low-income allowance :from $1,300 to $1,800 while
increasing the standard deduction ceiling :from $2,000 to $2,400
and the rate from 15 to 20 percent.·
The cost o:f this tax relief could be offset by :
• Eliminating or reducing some existing tax subsidies such as the
oil depletion allowance and foreign tax preferences.
• Strengthening the minimum income tax on those in the highest
income brackets.
• Enacting new taxes to discourage wasteful energy use, such
as a tax on automobile engines which exceed a certain horsepower.

Council on Wage and Price Stability
The Council on ·wage and Price Stability, President Ford's first
legislative request, was passed overwhelmingly by the Congress and
signed into law August 24, 1974. The Congress has clearly demonstrated its opinion that reimposition o:f controls, across-the-board, is
not advisable at this time. The Council should not be perceived as a
first step back toward a rigid controls program. Its power lies not in
mandatory authority, but rather in the public's support for the :fairness
and competence of its findings. We believe that i:f the Council exercises
its mandate with skill and imagination it can make a major contribution to the restoration of price stability.
To fulfill its role in monitoring the social contract the
Council on Wage and Price Stability should:
(1) Consult fully and regularly with business,
labor and consumer groups.
· (2) Recommend appropriate noninflationary behavior for prices, wages and executive compensation
on a specific industry-by-industry basis.
(3) Conduct a systematic and continuing review of
all practices or procurement policies of the Federal
Government which may contribute to inflation.
(4) Recommend actions to eliminate inflationary
bottlenecks by increasing supplies of scarce materials
or of skilled labor; to increase productivity; and to
strengthen competition.
(5) Hold public hearings on particular private or
government actions the inflationary consequences of
which would damage the national effort to restore
price stability.
39-597-74--4
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(6) Request from both public and private parties
all cost, price and profit data or other information
necessary to the execution of its responsibilities. 2
(7) Send formal public notice to both Congress and
the President whenever the national effort to restore
price stability is seriously threatened by either
private or public failure to comply with the Council's
guidance or to supply essential information.
In order that the Council on Wage and Price Stability be
equipped to carry out these vital tasks:
(1) The Chairman of the Federal Trade Commis·
sion and the Assistant Attorney General for anti·
trust should be made members of the Council.
(2) The appropriation for the Council should be
increased substantially.3
In some sectors of the economy pressures for wage and price increases
threate!l to run out of contr?l. One area where the problem is especially
severe IS health care. Durmg the past 4 months, health eare prices
have skyrocketed, increasing at a considerably faster rate than the overall Consumer Price Index. From May to July 1974, medical care prices
rose 17 percent at an annual rate; hospital rates rose 18 percent; and
physicians fees 19 percent. Some of these increases can be explained
as a catch-up for past cost increases in food, fuel and wages. However, it is widely assumed that when a national insurance plan goes
into effect some restrictions will be placed on hospital and physician fees. A significant part of the current price increases may be
explained by the health industry's anticipation that these restrictions
will be imposed. If health care prices are allowed to rise even after
higher costs have been covered, a national health insurance prop:ram
will either have to be far more costly than now anticipated or the level
of benefits will have. to be reduced.
Health care costs must not be allowed to rise in ~ntici·
pation of a national health program. The Council on
Wage and Price Stability should move quickly to develop
standards for appropriate price cltanges in the health
care industry.
.
As we stated earlier, the Council on Wage and Price Stability should
develop an incomes policy with the cooperation of business, labor and
the public. However, there are several conditions under which Congress should consider an expansion of the Council's authority. These
mclude a worsening of inflation or a continuation for some period
of time of the high prevailing rates of inflation.
Further, a refusal of the parties involved to provide data or to cooperate with the Council ·would signal the desirability of additional
legislation. If it becomes necessary, the following options should be
3

See footnote of Representatives Brown and Blackburn, p. 8.
See footnote of Representative Moorhead and Senator .Javits, p. 8.
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considered by Congress as a means of strengthening the Council's
effectiveness m dealmg with inflation:
• The Council could be given the power to subpoena pertinent
information on wages, prices, sales, costs, profits, and productivity.4
• The Council could be given the power to delay for 30 or 60
days wage or price actions which it wished to examine further
or which would be clearly inflationary. During this period, the
Council could hold hearin s on the prospective increases to artionary adjustment.
rive at a reasonable, noni
• The Council could be given the power to roll back clearly unjustified price increases in concentrated industries when those
. mcreases pose a major threat to overall progress toward price
stability.
Consumer Action
Pressures of inflation affect all consumer's. On the one hand, the
consumer is faced with continuing increased costs of food, energy,
clothing, and almost all of the items which he consumes. He feels helplessly frustrated by the rising prices. On the other hand, . he feels
blamed for his demand for commodities in short supply, such as oil,
which permit the producers to push the price up further. Recent requests that the consumer should save more out of his already overstrained budget only heighten his sense of frustration.
In the past, consumers and consumer groupS! have demonstrated that
under suitable leadership they could exercise considerable muscle in
the marketplace. During the energy shortage of 1973-74, consumers
cooperated in the national effort to curtail wasteful consumption by
turning down thermostats, extinguishing eA"ira lighting, and driving
less and at slower speeds. Consumers also cooperated in reporting violations of price ceilings on gasoline and diesel fuel during the embargo
period.
Until now, ho,vever, consumers have not been mobilized systematically against excessive prices or other commodity shortages. A proper
apveal and organization would give individual consumers a sense of
bemg able to participate personally in a meaningful way in the public
interest.
Consumer groups should adopt a watchdog function on
the wage·price front. Their influence should be brought to
bear selectively against price increases based on scarcity
or monopoly power and those imposed by cartels. Government should solicit the collaboration of responsible consumer groups and regard them as allies in wage-price
policy.
• See Representative 1\:loorhead's and Senator Javits' footnote, p. 8.
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Public Se-rVice· Jobs

IV. HELPING THOSE HURT MOST BY INFLATION
Inflation, especially when it is concentrated heavily in the prices
of food and other essentials, is particularly damaging to low-income groups. Unemployment, too, tends to be concentrated among
lmver income. groups. Through its political leaders, the American public has expressed its willingness, however reluctant, to tolerate temporar-ily above-normal i·ates of unemployment if that is necessary to
bring inflation under control. This being the case, the Federal Government has the responsibility to see that the costs of this unemployment
are borne by all and not just by those who are the poorest and least able
to defend themselves.
The tax measures discussed in Chapter III would help to share
equitably the burdens of fighting inflation. But the poor and tl~e unemployed are often not on the ta~ rolls. In this chapter w:e d1scu~s
other equity measures needed to a1d some sectors of our soc1ety until
the time ·when full employment and reasonable price stability can
be restored.
Une~ployment Compensation
In view of anticipated high uncmploymei1t, action should be taken
to increase the benefits and extend the duration of existing unemployment compensation programs. In fiscal 1973 a significant number
of claimants received less than 50 percent of their average weekly
wage. This level. of benefits is not adequate to cushion the effects
of unemployment. The high rates of. inflation :vhich we are !low
experiencing reduce eTen further the lllcome mamtenance proVIded
to the jobless. Furthermore, existing standards provide for 26 weeks
of benefits to the unemployed. An additional period of benefits, up to
13 weeks, is triggered when the insured unemployment rate is 4.5
percent, which corresponds to a national unemployment rate around
6.5 percent. The trigger for individual States may be lower, :\ ..seasonally adjusted insured unemployment rate of ~.0 percent. Given
the expected increases in the unemployment rate m the next several
quarters and the resultant rise in the duration of unemployment, the
tdgger for extended benefits should be an insured unemployment rate
of 3.5 percent (which corresponds to a national unemployment rate
of 5.5 percent) .1
The maximum weekly unemployment benefit should be
raised to two-thirds the average wage in each State, and
each individual recipient should receive at least 50 pe_r_c~nt
of his weekly wage, up to the maximum. The duration of
benefits should be extended 13 weeks nationwide as soon
as the seasonally adjusted insured unemployment rate
exceeds 3.5 percent (a national unemployment rate of
5.5 percent).
1
For a further discussion of this subject, seep. 34 of the 1974 Joint Economie
Report.
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The experience under ~~e EmergeJ?-CY En;tploy:inent A(}t of 1971 hus
demonstrated that transitiOnal pubhc serVI@ employment -can. be .ap
effective counter-cyclical job training and public . service t?ol
without becoming !a "make-work'.' or "dead-end;' programl and with
an effective transition to "regular employment'' thereafter. . . ·..
The use of public service employment under current_andp~ospective
circumstances has already been endorsed by .economic pohcyma~ers.
\Vithin the Administration, as well as by many mdependent economists.
Some public service employment programs· are alr~a.dy funded un~~r
CETA, the Comprehensive Employment and Tra1~nng Act of 1913,
which provides under title I that State and !ocal rn·.m1e sponsor.s may
fund ·.public service employment progr!lme; and proy:rdes ~nclerfi~le II
for a special program for ge;;graplnc areas. havmg uuem;ployment
rates o.f G.5 percent or grea~erjor ? consecutive months:
. ,. .
For fiscal 1975, the Admuustratwn has requested· $1.8. hi.l1l~Hl fC?r
title I-an undetermined amount of which may be used for pubhc
service employment-and $350 million for title' n; these funds are
currently being considered .as a part of the HE"\:Y-Labor Appropriations bill for fiscal19i5.
·
· · ·
Additionallv. the greater p:a.rt of $620million appropriated by the
Congress unde~ the Comprehensive Eri1ployment •and ~raini!,lg Act
for public service jobs in fiscal 1074 made avai.1ab1e tlns past June
will be principally used during fiscall975. .
~,, .. .. . . ~ ;, ·.·
Th& President indicated on September 11 that he. had. mshw~ted
the Secretarv of Labor to distribute in September the aggTegllte of
these fu,nds from fiscal1974 and fiscal1975 specifically for public.ser.vice employment. These funds total a nproximately $1.0 billim1 for nsein
fiscal 1975. About 200l000 jobs could be created under this p~pg:ram,
if one assumes theAdministration's estimated wag£:: of appro.x1matety
·· .
.·
· • . . .· · ·
$4,900 per job. .
However,·looking ahead to ·a rate of growth itt the eeononi.ythatjs
well below potential, current funds being channeled. into public employment are insufficient to offset the impadf of up.accep:ta'bly hig'h
levels of unemployment which now appearproUable/ · ·
·, . ··
In light of economic forecasts which predict unaecept~ .
ably high rates of unemployment over the next four quar.
ters, and in view of the President's Economic Summit .goal
"to define hardship areas requirin~ immediate action.Y a.
.program for expanding.publicsel!'vice employment ~"?hould
. be enact(!d immediately by Congress..
, • ,;
· "\:Ve believe that a program to create between 000,000 and 650,000 jobs
is required. The full year costs of this program might be ;$4. billi6n..
If enacted immediately, the program could be in effect thrortghotit
thP. last half of fiscal 1975. Outlays in fiscal l975would run··about$2
billion. If economic conditions \Yarrant, the program• iflttY be required
through fiscal1976. As discussed above, totalFederal spimdit1g shoilld
not exceed $300 billion for fiscal 1975; any increased costs of public
service employment should be financed through a reordering of spending priorities within the confines of such a budget.
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It should be noted that the number of jobs created by labor-intensive
programs such 'as pu'blic service employment is significantly greater
than when equal expenditures are made for ca,.pit,al intensive <purchases
s.uch as public works construction or defense procurement.
In the Congress and elsewhere, several proposals for a supplemental
public service employment program have been suggested. Clearly, a
public employment program should be triggered automatical1y whenever the national unemployment rate is 6 percent or above for 3
consecutive months. Furthermore, we believe these funds should
become avaifable when unemployment is below 6 percent if the President or Congress determines, after reviewing forecasts of economic
activity, that unemployment will reach unacceptable levels.

Current forecasts of economic growth and unemployment for the next year are sufficiently pessimistic to warrant an immediate concurrent resolution by the Congress
that the public employment program become effective
when the unemployment rate reaches 5.5 percent.2
To minimize the impact on inflation, the Committee
recommends that a system of phased funding be used to
implement this public employment program. When the
national rate of unemployment reaches 5.5 percent, funds
should be made available to create an additional 150,000
jobs.
If the employment rate rises further, to 6 percent
or more for a 3-month period, the program should be expanded to a total of 500,000 to 650,000 jobs.3
It is important that the public employment program contain safeguards to minimize any substitution of public service jobs for regular
unsubsidized State and local jobs. The purpose of the program is to
create additional jobs. Further, the Committee believes, in keeping
with prudent fiscal policy, that it is necessary to establish a means o£
winding down this new program as the unemployment problem eases
and making arrangements for public service employment participants
to move into regular employment.
The net, one-year cost of this program is substantially less than its $4
billion gross cost due to the fact that there are significant offsets to the
program's outlays. First, an estimated $300 to $350 million will be
saved in unemployment compensation~ Second, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children ( AFDC) payments and expenditures for food
stamps and Medicaid would decline in proportion to the number of
public job holders drawn from the welfare rolls. Finally, additional
tax revenues of between $175 and $325 million would accrue to the
~reasury because of the higher level of employment and personal
·
·
mcome.
• See Representative Reuss' footnote, p. 9.
3
See Senator Proxmire's footnote, p. 9.
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The Distributional Impact of Inflation
Inflation rates during most years since 1946 were sometimes bothersome but largely unnoticed or ignored. Annual increases in prices of
1 to, 3 .perc~nt do not alter pe?ple's values or lifestyles. However, tod~~;y s m~atl~n rate canno~ be Ignored. Every American is confronted
with price u~c~eases whiCh force, to var;rin~ degrees, changes in
sta~dards of hvmg. Knowledge of the specific Impacts of inflation on
v.anou~ groups, ~uch as the poor or th~ elderly, is essential in any consideratiOn of pohcy measures to cope with inflation.
In light of this. need, it ~s .unfortul}ate that th~re .is a virtually complete lack of detailed, empirical studies on the distributional effects of
inflation. Many studies do exist on the distribution of income but a
comprehensive stu~y sp~cifi?all:y exam.ining the ~ifferential impacts
of. the recent severe mflatwn IS stllllackmg. The Jomt Economic Committee hopes to undertake or sponsor some studies of this question as
part of its mandate under S. Con. Res. 93 and to make the results an
integral part of the Committee's final report to Congress at the end
of 1974.
But some equity questions deserve the immediate attention of the
Administration and the Congress. For example, food prices have increa~ed abou~. 15 p~rcent in. the past 12 months and are expected to
contmue to nse rapidly durmg the remainder of this year· moreover
food expenses in .a poor person's budget occupy a disprop~rtionately
large share, rangmg from 30 to 65 percent. Prices of staple items in a
P.oor person's diet, such a~ bread, potatoes, rice, and dried beans, have
risen even more than pnces of most foods. These increases can be
contrasted with ~h~ 5.3 percent increase in the average monthly AFDC
payment per reCipient and the 9 percent increase in the average food
stamp bonus value between December 1972 and December 1973.
At present, the food stamp program is adjusted every 6 months to
take care ?f increases in the cost of the "economy food plan." The most
recent ad]ust~ent was ma~e on July 1, 1974, when the economy food
plan for a family of four with two school age children was raised from
$142 per month to $150 per ~onth, h~~;sed on price increases through
February 1~74. The next ad]ustm~nt !S not scheduled until January
1975 and w11l be b.ased on ~ood price. mcrcases through August 1974.
Be;cau_se of these time lags m the a~Jl_lStment process, the rapid food
pn?e mcreases e~pected m the remami.ng months of this year will not
be mcorp~rated mto the program until ,July 1975. On a food budget
of 3:ppro~I~natel~ $1.25 per persol} per day, these lags in adjusting to
rapidly rismg pnces can mean seriOus hardship.
The other group which seems to have suffered more than tlw
average .from inflation !s the elderly. Food, housing, transportation,
and medical care comprise 80 percent of the BLS intermediate income
hndg~t for a reti\ed couple. From September 1972 to July 1974, social
security benefits mcreased ~1 percent. During the 2 years since Sep!ember 1972, consumer prices have gone up 18 percent, and livmg costs . for the elderly have probably gone up even more.
More speCifically, even with the 11 percent increase, the average
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social security benefits for a retired couple ($3,720) are only
equivalent to about two-thirds of the modest standard of living
~implied by the BLS _intermed.iate budget- (approximately $4:,980).
, Eyen' though social security benefits have been raised almost 70 perbcilt ··since' December 1969, ·as many as 4.5 million elderly persons,
uppro:iiinately one-fourth of those over 65 years of age, live in
poverty. B.ecause social security retirement benefits for Blacks are,
in effect, much lower than those for "Whites~ the poverty rate for the
2: niillioo·elderly Blacks is approximately twice as great as for the
elderly Whit-e population.
·
· .
. ·In contrasf to· the sU'bstantialcost-<>f-living increases for those receiving social security. payments, priv~tte pensions typically contain
no cost-of-living adjuStments. This is a particuhtrly severe problem
fur those elderly who receive no social sec.urity and thus depend almost
enti!'Elly on their pensions. Furthermore, the elderly are the group
whose wealth is most vulnerable to inflation i!l that they hold a high
pmportion of fixed yield assets. They also find it difficult to supplement their inconie through part-time work especially in the current
job market. Poverty amo»g the elderly will not be substantially rerlueed even with the Supplemental Security Income Program begun
in J"anuary 1974, for the SSI income standards in 1974-$149 for
individuals and $219 for couples-are still below the poverty indexes.
Enactment of a comprehensive Federal program of income suppor:t
to ·replace the present inefficient and inequitable welfare system is long
QVerdue. The .Joint Economic Committee's Subcommittee on Fiscal
Policy is jtist completino-_an exhaustive study i>f this question and will
soon be making compr~1ensiye recommendations. Legislative action
irt this area should be plac¢d high on the congressional agenda for
he:xt year.
·
·
"J ,;-, 1 ~ll.e. coverage and payment scales of the food stamp
8

' '))rogram should be . adjusted every 3 months for food
·- . price changes. The Supplemental Security Income Program should raise its income standards to a level which
would eliminate pov.erty among the elderly. Enactment
()f a just and dignified comprehensive Federal income
·•. maintenance System to replace the present hodgepodge
-of ·cash and in-kind programs should receive priority at:· '*ntion by Congress and the Administration in 1975.4
: "\~\.

•. ·:
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. , fl"ee foo.tnotes- of Senator Proxmire and Representative~< Brown au<l Rlnd'brtrn, 'P· !"}1 1and Representatives Conable and Widnall, p. 10.
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V. RESTORING MARKET EFFICIENCY AND DEALING
WITH INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY PROBLEMS
Governments exist to serve the interests of their people. Economic
systems m~st meet the same test. When consumers. workers and busin?SSmep. ah~e are subjected to serious inflation because of structural
d1stort~ons m the economy, such distortions must be removed. To do
otherwise creates doubt about the ability of the economy to respond
to the needs of the people.
·
Th~re ~s abundant evidence that structural distortions are a major
c~mtrrbu~mg_ factor to our current economic problems. These distortiOns exist m both the public and private sectors. T
hamper
t~e free flow ?f goods. and services both domestically
interna!wnally, .restrict and m some cases totally eliminate competition,
Impose high costs on the consumer and the average businessman and
retard technological progress. While it is not possible to me~sure
precisely the additional cost imposed on consumers by structural
distortions, estimates run into billions of dollars annually.

Omnibus Legislation To Strengthen Competition
T~~ chapter .discusses. a nu~nber of specific structural problems
req.mrmg attentw~, espemally m the energy and
iculture sectors.
It IS scarcely possi?le, howt::ver, for us to review
the myriad reforms nePAled. Special machmery must be set up, not onlv to identify
the~e reforms, but. to insure that the administrative a1i'd legislative
act10n neoossary to Implement these reforms is not delayed.
In the public sector, Federal policies, regulations, subsidies, import
quotas, tariffs and price supports pose innumerable obstacles to
a smoothly running market economy. For example because of Interstate Commerce Commission [ICC] regulations, a truck, after carrying goods from one city to another, may be required to return empty.
Partly as a result of other ICC rules, ra-ilroad cars travel about 5o
percent .of. their mileage with ~o freight. Costly building codes need
to be ehmmated and could be If the proposed National Institute for
Building Sciences were funded. Federal bailouts of large corporations
with financial difficulties discourage efficient business practices. Government procurement practices encourage waste and increase costs.
Federal subsidy programs, including tax subsidies, were estimated to
have cost more than $63 billion in 1970 and have almost certainly
grown appreciably since then.
In. t~e privat~ sector, in.dustrial concentratio!l, collu~iye practices,
adm1mstered prices, exorbitant profits and antJCompetltlve behavior
must bear a large part of the responsibility for the current inflation.
The price increases in the industries where there is a high degree of
concentration have been steep. ':vholesale prices rose in the past 12
months by the following amounts: fuels and related products and
power, 67 percent; chemicals and allied products, 43 percent; rubber
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and plastic .products, 27 p~rcent; metals and metal. p_roduct~, 39 p~r~
cent. machmery and eqmpment, 18 percent. Individual mdustries
within these commodity groupings, such as petroleum, coal, and steel
raised their prices at even higher rates.
. . .
.
Artificial barriers to employment-age, ~x, an~ r~ce diSC;I"l~nat1~m,
excessive form~tl education requirements, difficulties m obbammg umon
membership-also push up costs in the private sector. Many of these
practices are already illegal under Federal law, but some laws may
need strengthening and there certainly needs to be more adequate
enforcement.
.
There is a connection between concentrations o£ econmme power
and government laws ~nd regula~i?ns which subsidize ineffi~ient operations and interfere w1th compet1t10n. Structural problems m the public sector and those in the priva;te sector are rel~ted. MorC?:rer,
concentrations of economic power, together with the m~suse of pohtical
power, have frustrated most e:ffortst.o enforce the antitrust laws.

A Commission should be appointed jointly by Congress
and the President to recommend comprehensive legislation to eliminate both governmental and private barriers
to an efficient market economy.1 In making its legislative
recommendation the Commission should carefully con·
sider the elimination, retention or modification of:
Federal subsidies.
Production quotas and marketing orders.
Price supports.
Excess stockpiles.
Prevailing wage determinations.
.
Excessive or inept regulation of transportation and
communication.
Import quotas and voluntary agreements to curtail
impOrts.
Retail price maintenance,
and other similar governmental impediments to economic
efficiency.2
The Commission should also consider the strengthening
of private competition through actions such as:
Divestiture and reorganization.
1 See footnote of Representatives Conable and. Widnall and Senators Javits
and Percy, p. 11.
_ .
2 See footnote of Representatives Brown and Blackburn, p.ll.
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Improved antitrust laws and administration, including the transfer of enforcement responsibility to
an independent agency.
Removal of artificial barriers to employment.
The Commission should also consider the provision of
adjustment assistance for groups of workers severely
affected by the transition to a more competitive economy.
The Commission should report within 6 months of its
establishment. In appointing the Commission, the President and the congressional leadership should make an
advance commitment to introduce the Commission's recommendations in Congress immediately in the form of
omnibus legislation and to give it prompt consideration.
The General Accounting Office should be directed to
conduct investigations of violations of the antitrust laws
and other anticompetitive practices in the Government
or the private sectors, and to report its findings to the
Antitrust Division of the Justice Department, the Fede:ai Trade Commission, and Congress. Such investigations should supplement and not replace the activities of
the Antitrust Division and the Federal Trade Commission.3
Improved Economic Management
The inflation of 1973-74 has givenus new evidence that the Federal
Government is not properly arganized to deal with an extremelv complicated economy. The private sector is today about twice as large as it
was 20 years ago and infinitely more complicated. The public sector
has also _grown. and now profoundly influences the private sector
thro~1gh 1ts subs1dy programs, procurement and stockpiling policies,
ered1t programs, and regulatory activities. Furthermore, the U.S.
economy is now more closely linked to the world economv as a result
o.f the growing internationalization of production and global competitiOn for scarce resources.
Yet this changed environment in which U.S. economic policy must
operate has not been matched by changes in the ability of the Federal
Government to formulate policies to deal with it. The Government is
surprisingly ignorant about what is actually happening in particular
sectors of the economy, the impact of its actions on ea.ch sector, and the
relationship between the U.S. and world economy. In those cases where
• See footnote of Representatives Conable and Widnall and Senators Percy and
Pearson, p. 12.
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adequate information is available, it is often utilized in a fragmentary
way, without a systematic effort to pull available data together in time
to formulate appropriate policies. There has also been little effort within the Federal Government to develop any long-range economic forecasting capability to anticipate future problems.
Related to this lack of adequate information is widespread duplication and lack of coordination in the organization of economic policy
making. Virtually all Federal agencies presently have some significant
role in economic policy. Yet their activities often work at cross purposf'..s, such as when the import quotas were maintained in the face of
declining domestic petroleum production, and as when :food production restrictions were continued with food shortages developing
in 1972. Even when programs and policies are not working at cross
purposes, there is no single Federal agency or office to coordinate
economic policy.

The President should initiate a major review of this
area, utilizing an independent commission if necessary, to
determine: (a) what new information systems are needed
to understand economic developments both at home and
abroad; (b) how bureaucratic duplication in the formulation and execution of Federal economic policy can be eliminated ; and (c) in which ways the Council of Economic
Advisers' role can be expanded to facilitate the coordination of economic policy.
Increasing Productivity
Increasing productivity (output per unit of input) is by definition
the key to increasing our national standard of living. Strong productivity growth will ordinarily translate into increased real wages,
whereas sluggish or negative productivity growth implies that any
wage increaseS will tend to show up in higher prices.
Output per man-hour in the total private economy for the second
quarter of 1974 is 1.5 percent below the index for the fourth
quarter of last year, and almost 2.2 percent below the first quarter of
1973. Although some of this decline can be attributed to the peculiarities of current business conditions, the United States producti:rity
performance has shown a. disquieting trend over the longer term. Smce
1947 the average rate of productivity growth in the total private eeoi!omy has been 3.2 percent. However, for the pa.st 20 years the figure IS
2.9 percent, and for the past 10 and 5 years, the figures are 2.8 and
2.4 percent respectively.
.
Economists identify two particular factors contributing to thiS
trend. First, the increases in agricultural productivity which resulted
from the substantial migration of labor out of the farm economy during the 1950's and early 1960's can ~o longer be ~ustained. Seeo_nd, the
gradual transformation of the Umted States mto a predommantly
service economy means that productivity improvements are not as easy
to come by, or to measure, as m a goods-oriented economy.
.
There is also reason to believe that the mechanistic, mind-deadenmg
nature of assembly-line production methods reduces efficiency. While
the findings are not conclusive, there are sufficient instance..s: where attention to the human aspects of the workplace has resulted m produc-
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tivity impr~vement. Therefore government policies aimed at improving productivity should address both the human as well as the purely economic and technological aspects of the problem. Accordingly,
we submit the following recommendations for a national program of
productivity improvement:

The President should initiate a nationwide effort to
foster increased productivity growth, through the establishment of labor-management councils at the plant, com·
munity and industry levels. This effort should include
emphasis on the quality of work.
Such an effort would parallel the endeavor made to increase production during vVorld 'Var IL when many thousands of councils were
set up in factories and communities across the country. Although the
present circumstances do not exactly correspond to the economic situation of the early 1940's, the fact of materials shortages, serious inflationary pressures and a potential national emergency are similar.
Such councils would also provide an appropriate and practical follow-through on the consensus for action which we hope will be developed at the September economic summit.

The President should implement a system of productivity incentives in the Federal Government.
Elsewhere in this report we recomm£"nd reductions in Federal outJays as part of a total anti-inflation program. If adequate public services are to be maintained, these cuts in spending must be coupled with
a hard-nosed effort to improve government efficiency. Studies conducted by the General Accounting Office, together with the Office of
Management and Budget, the Civil Service Commi~Eion and the National Commission on Productivity, have already identified many areas
of Federal Government activity where productivity can be readily
measured and enhanced. Several far-reaching approaches to improving
productivitv, such as the establishment of a revolving capital ac~ount,
have also been analyzed. This effort, still in the study stage, should be
given immediate priority and an improved staff capacity. The use
of bonus pay, productivity councils mentioned above, and other
trehniques for halting creeping bureaucracy should be vigorously implemented.

The President should direct the National Commission
on Productivity to conclude its work on the health, trans·
· portation, and public administration sectors, and to
submit concrete recommendations for productivity improvement at the earliest possible opportunity. Emergency funding should be provided, if necessary.
The Productivity Commission has rightly approached thE\ productivity issue on a sector-by-sector basis. It is necessary, however, to expand the work of the Commission into other sectors (e.g., highly concentrated industries such as autos, steel, nonferrous metals) and to
provide comprehensive policy recommendations in the areas now under study. The health area, in particular, deserves special attention.
The President should also immediately make public the Commission's
recent study and recommendations on the food industry.
While other parts of this report contain recommendations which
foster productivity, and additional recommendations which would af-
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feet the long run may be made in our final report, we ,believe that the
above recommendations form an effective short-term productivity
policy aimed at the immediate inflationary problem.

The Adequacy of Profits and Industrial Investment

"i;l'f.

Expansion of ~uppl!es in bottleneck sectors is an important aspect
of any counter-mflat10n strategy. In the past year, several basic
sectors including metals, energy, chemicals and paper have been
op~rat~ng a_t very high uti~ization rates. Their prices have risen sharply.
This situatiOn reflects mamly the demands of the worldwide economic
boom now ending, but also a lag in the expansion of these particular
sectors.
It goes without saying that high capacity utilization and the accom~anying .P.rofits are themselves strong incentives to expand productive faCilities. In money terms, profits after tax have jumped to an
all-time high; for nonfinancial corporations they were up 28 percent
in 1973 and, based on unofficial survey data, they were up another 2:2
percent on an annual basis in the first half of 1974. The shortage sectors mentioned above enjoyed greater increases, while other industries
did less well. These factors have sustained a relatively high level of
plant a1_1d equipment investmen::, despite a softening in other spending
categories.
Nevertheless, there is much debate about whether profits are sufficient to induce needed future investments. Several witnesses before
the Committee have contended that inventory valuation profits should
not be counted in judging the adequacy of business incomes, arguing
that they are absorbed by the increased cost of replacing the inventory
and thus are not available for capacity expansion or distribution to
stockholders. They argued also that higher depreciation charges should
be deducted from stated profits to take account of the increased replacement cost of facilities. Both of these propositions are debatable.
The Committee has asked its staff to investigate further the entire
question of profit measurement in an inflationary period. The Committee hopes to address this question in some detail in its December
report.
Nevertheless, if inventory profits are excluded, one finds that internal business cash flow in 1973-retained earnings plus depreciation
and depletion allowances-still is at an historic high. Deflated for the
rise in prices of business fixed investment goods, the purchasing power
of 1973 cash flow in basic industries is 12 percent higher than in 1968,
the last year of the previous business expansion. Cash flow for 1974
is expected to be greater.
.
Investment in new plant a.nd equipment also is running at high and
rising levels in money terms. Relative to industry's growing output,
this investment represents about the satne rate of modernization and
expansion as in the boom period, 1966 to 1968. Given the widespread
assumption that the economy will be growing very slowly for some
time to come, it may be that capacity expansion already started will
go a long way toward relieving present supply bottlenecks. Investment
is exceptionally high relative to cash flow in the utilities sector and in
mining. The reverse is true for transportation. (The special problems
of certain electrical utilities will be dealt with in the energy section.)
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In ~ummary, it is unclear at present whether business cash flow
and plant investment are deficient in comparison with past norms and
whether long-run capital needs will strain the Nation's financial
capacity without legislative changes.
In general, we feel that no special tax incentives are
warranted at this. time to overcome existing capacity
shortages. Any realignment of corporate taxation should
be accompanied by corporate tax reform and not carried
out at the expense of noncorporate taxpayers.

Agriculture
The present agricultural situation presents difficult challenges for
both domestic and international economic policy. Strong world demand
for foodstuffs and a ~reatly reduced level of reserves means that, in the
absence of new policies, farm prices will continue to fluctuate sharply
around a rising trend. The following facts stand out :
• Disappointing 1974 crops, especially of feed grains, will lead to
a new round of sharp increases in food prices. The Department
of Agriculture now estimates that retail food prices in 1974 will
average 15 percent higher than in 1973. This implies food prices
will be rising at a rate of 18 to 19 percent during the second half
of this year.
• Benefits to farmers from the recent increases in food prices,
although substantial, have been unevenly distributed and, in
many ca~es, only temporary. Net farm income approximately
doubled m 1973. For 1974 as a whole, gross farm income may
exceed the very high 1973 level, ·hut sharply rising production
costs are expected to cause net income to drop. Even so. net income will likely remain above pre-1973 levels. Not all farmers
will share in this continued prosperity however. Drought conditions have caused losses for many grain farmers. Many small
livestock producers face severe economic distress.' 15
• High grain prices and uncertain marketing conditions have
caused and are continuing to cause disruption of normal meat
production. Several years may be required to restore equilibrium
m the supply and demand for meat. During this period prices
and supplies are apt to fluctuate sharply.
• Worldwide population growth and rising real incomes are
creating a strong underlying growth of demand for foodstuffs.
In recent years part of this demand has been satisfied out of
reserve stocks rather than current production. These reserves
have now been substantially depleted.
• Shortages of certain production inputs, especially fertilizer, are
inten~fying the difficulties of exi?anding production to meet
growmg world food demand, espeCially in developing countries.
• Additional data on food prices and farm income will be found in the appendix
to this report.
• Senator Pro:x11;1ire states: "Real farm income in the second quarter of 1974the .latest peri~d for which figure'! are a.v!lilable,-dropped right through the floor,
:ffalhng from more than $9,001.1 per farm {in constant 1967 dollars) in 1973 to a
lJare $6,.000. Tbere,is.Im llSS\Irl'llll'* tbftt·lS.i4 ftu·m income will be above the pre1973 level in real terms.''
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Intense demand has caused world prices of some types of fertilizer to more than triple during the past year. Two y~ars or
more will be required to complete the new plant capacity required to produce enough fertilizer to meet m?reased demand.
• The sharp reduction in reserve stocks of gram has c:-eatkld a
situation of instability in world markets, such t~at prices fluctuate sharply in response to even small changes m current crop
expectations. Until recently, it has been hope~ that reserves
could be rebuilt from good 1974 harvests. Due m large part to
poor :feed grain harvests in the United States, these hopes have
now evaporated.
Immediate Poliay Needs.-W~th. reserves alr~ady low. and the <:utlook for this yea:r's crop disappomtml!', further mcreases ~n food prices
seem inevitable m the short run. But Important steps ~an be tak~n both
to limit the magnitude of these increa~s and to .ameho~ate tl_te1r m?st
damaging effects. One immediate need 1s for con!mued ~lSCUSSions WI~h
the West Europeans, the Japanese, and the Russians to msure that their
purchase of U.S. food grains this year .ar~ he)d well below the.unnsually
high le:rels of t~e past two years. Th1s IS discussed further m the sec.
tion on mternatwnal trade.
Bumper crops next year are necessary if the Unite~ Stat~ ;s to
meet domestic demands, replenish stocks, an~ fulfill Its traditional
role as a world supplier. Not only ~nust sufficient acreage be placed
under cultivation, but a comprehensive program must b~ undertaken
to assure the availability of fertilizer and other scarce mputs. Such
a program will impinge on ot~er sectors of the econo~y. For example,
natural gas may have to be dn;erted from other uses 1p order to keep
fertilizer production at •a maximum. Or steel compames may have to
be asked to increase their production of products nee.ded on the farm
at the expense of other steel products. The Council on !Vage ~nd
Price Stability is in the best position to evalua~e the ~ompetmg clar~ns
of various sectors. The Council should be provided WJth the authontv
llml the staff resources to carry out this r~sponsibi.lity. S. Res. ~89,
nassed lfist February, provides CongressiOnal gmdl!'t;ce regardmg
nrioritv allocations for fertilizer production. J!or ferti.hzer and ot~er
11roduetive inputs which move in world trade, mte:n~t10nal a11oca~wn
flQTPemPnt.s are also needed. As discus~d below, th1s IS an appropr1ate
mntter for the \Vorld Food Conference m November.

Increased efforts must be rn~.de to reduce the constraints on farm output currently imposed by shortaees .
nf fuel, fertilizer, and farm machinery and .equipment.
Jn.vestiJ!ation of such bottlenecks and ameliorative actjon-including allocation programs where necessarysl,ould be undertaken on an urgent basis by the Council on
Wage and Price Stability.
bnproned E{fieiencv in Food Marl.~etinp anil P:o:lw:tion.-:-The
emphasis of this interim report is on short-term pohmes, but It also
seems appropriate to indicate areas where w~rk can pf! forward on
policies designed to be of long-run bel!-efit m proVIdmg adequate
supplies of food at reasonably stable pri~. I~ some of these are~s
we will make more complete recommendations m our final report In
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December. One longer run policJ: which we strongly Sl~pport i~ the
establishment of food reserves. This should be done on an mternat10nal
basis and is discussed in the section below on international trade.
Ewport Lieensing.-With respect to each of its three major export
crops--wheat, corn, and soybeans-the United States has found itself
on at least one occasion in the past 2 years in a situation of uncertainty regarding its ability to meet fully export demands. On one
occasion an export embargo had to he imposed with consequent damage
to our overall relations with major trading partners. Plans should be
made now to forestall future repetition of such situations. In this
regard, we repeat the recommendation made in our Annual Report
last March:

Congress should pass legislation establishing a system
for managing exports of critical food and feed
when projected market supplies are inadequate to meet
domestic needs without drastically increasing prices. The
Secretary of Agriculture should be authorized to (a) set
up an export licensing system for agricultural commodities determined to be in critically short supply; and
(b) require prior approval of such exports when neces·
sary.lf allocation of scarce exports is necessary, the highest priority should be given to countries needing food aid
and the next priority to regular export customers.
Commodity Market Regulation.-The futures markets for agricultural commodities serve a valuable economic function. At most
times, future trading contributes to price stability. At a time of acute
shortage, however, commodity speculation, if not adequately regnlated,
can further exacerbate price increases. Recent investigations have
found that due to inadeauate monitoring and regulation, illegally
manipulated markets in wheat, eggs, and meat have cost the consumer
millions of dollars in inflated prices.
Although the commoditv exchanges have gro·wn to a $500 billion
annual operation, thev are largely self-regulated. Trulv amazing is the
fact that the fiscal1972 figure was only $148 billion. The Commodity
Exchange Authority of the Department of Agriculture exercises some
general supervision, but it has a totally inadequate staff of 160 whieh
has increased only 12 percent since fiscal 1972. In contrast, the stock
exchanges, with annual activity of $157 billion from July 1973 to July
1974, are regulated by the Securities and JiJxchange Commission with
a staff of 1,860. As an example of the lack of serious regulation of the
commodity exchanges, it took the Commodity Exchange Authority
nearly a year to uncover a conspiracy to manipulate the price of egg
futures that inflated the retail price of eggs as much as 10 cents a
dozen. Legislation to strengthen the Commodity Exchange Authority
has now passed both Houses of Congress and been sent to Conference.

The Committee. strongly snl>ports reorganization of
the Commodity Exchange Authority and increases in its
personnel strength and in its .authority. The Committee
recommends that the regulation of the commodity exchanges ·can be accomplished JllOSt effectively by an
agency completely independent of the Agriculture De-
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partment and headed by a full-time Commodity Exchange
Commission similar to the Securities and Exchange·
Commission.
Agrioultuml Researoh and Development.-The existence of agricultural surpluses during the late 1950's and most of the 1~60's crea~ed
a situation m which little need was felt for research designed to Improve crop yields and inc.rease productive efficiency. Now that t~e
need for better yields an~ increased production is n:~re ~ppa~ent, 1t
'will be necessary to rebmld a strong research capab1hty m this area
and to provide adequate funding for a sustaine~ period in order ~hat
auricultural research and development can agam make the contnbut~ns to efficient production which have been so impor~.ant in the past.
The 3-year research prog_ram proposed by the D~rector. of. U.S.
Agricultural Research StatiOns represents a constructive begummg to
restoring a U.S. research capability.
Agricultural research and development, especially research efforts directed at improved crop yields and production efficiency, should be strengthened.
1}/arket Spreads.-Market spreads, the difference between the price
paid to the farmer and that paid by the consumer, have grown considerably in 1974. Increases in pork and red meat spreads have been
studied by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Wh~le there see!lls to
be no simple explanatiOn for the higher market bill, several 1ssnes
play a role.
Inefficient marketing structures for several commodities, including the existence of unnecessary middlemen, are key problems. Another problem is ineffident operation by the food marketing industries.
Inducted here are emptv backhauls bv the transportation companies,
unused loading pallets due to inconsistent crate dimensions, and few
centralized beef-cutting operations. These are among the questions
which should be examined by the Commission on Stru.ctural ?eforl_ll
which we have recommended above. They are also questiOns which th1s
Committee intends to examine further prior to filing our complete
report in December.
Energy
Incr('ased energy prices are one of the major contributors to the
overall :price increases of 1974. It is estimated that oil price increases
and thmr pass-through account for up to one-quarter of the total
rise in the priee level this vear. Even so, the blow to the U.S. economy
has been softened by price controls on some domestic crude oil which
have suppressed about one-third of the potential increase in oil pri~es
in this country. If and when the oil prrces are decontrolled, the pnce
of "old" domestic oil will jump to a level commensurate with world
prices. This would send.new shock wav~ ~hrol!gh the U.~. ec?non~y
s:milar to those emanatmg from the tnphng m world ml prrces m
the last quarter of 1973. It would probably mean another increase
averaging 10 cents per gallon for gasoline; prices of fuel oil and other
produets also would rise. Such increases would permit the U.S. fuels
industrv to reap large, new windfall profits.
In addition to forcing up the prices of goods and services containing oil 1 the higher administered world price for crude oil also is
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forcing the prices of coal, gas, and electric po\'>'er to adjust to,vard
parity with oil. This adjustment is not yet complete. Pressure on prices
of these other energy sources will persist as long-term contracts expire
and regulatory commissions adjust rates.
Therefore, an important contribution toward stemming U.S. inflation could be made by reducing oil prices. Chairman Burns of the
Federal Reserve Board testified before the Committee, moreover, that
•such a reduction is essential for world financial stability. Yet the
producing countries appear to be moving to sustain present prices and
even to increase them. There is much evidence of a growing surplus in
the world oil market but much more is needed before the negotiated
prices will be likely to drop. Reducing U.S. demand for imported oil
through a serious conservation effort to eliminate wasteful uses could
have a beneficial effect. The following steps are required as part of
an effort to reduce oil prices :
The Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act should be
maintained throughout the present inflation emergency.
Price ceilings on domestic crude oil should not be raised
for the present.
The U.S. Government, without fanfare, should
strengthen its efforts to bring world oil prices down.
The Government.should launch a renewed campaign to
conserve energy. Other consuming countries should be
kept informed of our conservation efforts and urged to intensify their own.
To expand long-term supply, government should en.
courage industry to proceed with new techniques to extract energy from conventional and nonconventional resources. While protection for high-cost, experimental projects from future underpricing by foreign producers may
be considered on an individual project basis, under no
circumstances should the Government guarantee a minimum price for all energy resources through a tariff or
other import restrictions.
:.\fany gas and electric utilities are suffering for the first time in history :from declines in sales due to big rate increases for fuel costs.
These declines automatically boo..'>t their unit capital costs and create
a case for further rate increases. Interest rates substantially above
t.he utilities' approved rates of return make it difficult to raise the large
sums needed for capacity expansion and for increased working capital
needs. On the other hand, the cost of facilities expansion to meet future
demand growth has risen dramatically.
Prompt analysis should be done to ascertain the reasons
for the rapidly rising cost of generating capacity. Any
financial assistance to eleCtric utilities should tie combined
with a requirement to move toward rate structures that
constrain peak-period power demands. This would mean
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lower average prices per kilowatt hour of power consumed
at the cost of spreading consumption more evenly over
time.6
Inflation Across National Boundaries

t'f.

Much of the inflation occurring in the United States last year was
the consequ'ence of external economic forces. The most notable of
these events were the near quadrupling of the price of imported oW
during 1973, the massive sales of wheat to the Soviet Union negotiated
in 1972, the decline in the foreign exchange value of the dollar that
began in 1971' and continued into 1973, and the high level of world
demand for a wide spectrum of raw materials.
The inflationary impact of the increase in oil prices imposed by
the cartel of foreign producers is obvious. Wheat sales to the Soviet
Union decreased the supply available for domestic consumption and
for regular export customers. Already high global demand for U.S.produced soybeans as animal feeds was intensified by the failure in
1\:!'/3 of the Peruvian anchovy catch.
A fall in the external value of a nation's currency is inflationary in
two respects. First, all imports tend to become more expensive. Second,
reducing the foreign-currency price of a nation's products tends to
stimulate overseas demand for exports. Unless ample unemployed
resources are available in export industries, costs and prices tend to
rise in response to increased overseas demand. But massive U.S. payments deficits could not be reduced or eliminated without a substantial
decline in the foreign exchange value of the dollar.
In 1974 the after-effects of these earlier events still are being felt.
The increase in oil prices especially has produced consequences that
will continue for many years. Foreign oil-producing nations, particnh•""ly the Arab states, are accumulating revenues in excess of their
ability to spend this income on imports and to invest it in productive
enterprises overseas. These excess revenues are therefore being placed
in a variety of financial investments, but especially in highly liquid,
short-term bank deposits and securities. A large proportion of these
financial investments are being placed in the United States. ·while
not causing exceptional problems for the conduct of domestic monetary policy. these investments do place a heavy responsibility on the
TTnited States to recirculate 'funds into the international financial
svstem.
·· American financial institutions are not likely to be squeezed for
funds nor is this country likelv to suffer severe balanee-of-payments
strains resulting from the inability to meet the cost of oil and other imports. Financial institutions overseas and foreign countries will, however, not all be so fortunate. Some institutions and some nations will
6
Senators .Javits, Percy and Pearson state: "The huge predicted investment
rf>quirements of public utilities indicate that at tht:> least the 4 pt:>rct:>nt investnwnt tax cr~>dit accorded utilities be rah;ed to 7 percent, the level which exists
for other industries. Both public and private witnesses have emphasized to this
Committet:> the severe capacity constraints on public utilities, constraints which
have alrt:>ady shown up in summer brownouts and which are likely to be rt:>peated
with increasing severity evt:>n if conservation measures are implemented
immediately."
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experience severe liquidity shortages. To what extent should the United
States a~d foreign ~nstitu~ions and entire nations in living with or
overcommg these difficulties? To what extent are we willina to run
the ris~ of default bJ: other industrialized oil-importing ~ountries
whose Imports the Umted States has financed? These issues will be
addressed in our final report.
In addition, the final report will attempt to measure the extent to
which inflation in the United States durina 1973 and 1974 has been
the consequence of external economic event~ rather than domestically
generated price increases. Moreover, we will try to assess the dearee
to w.hich future inflation in. the United States is likely to result f~om
outside even~s, an~ what this country can do either to help lower global rates of mflatwn or to prevent inflationary forces originating in
the :United St.?'t~s from being transmitted throughout the world.
Smee the 1 mted States produces almost half of the total outtJut
of all industrialized market economies, whatever is done here to combat inflation will have a major impact on other countries. The external
effects of po~i~ies adopte? in the U~ited States should be kept in mind
as f:hese policies are designed and Implemented. For example, if the
Umte~ ~ta~es were to experien~e a s~rious recession as a consequence
of pohcies mtroduced to fight mflat10n, American's demand for the
pro?ucts of othe: countries would decline substantially. Some of thPse
natwns are heavily dependent on U.S. markets for their exports. For
example, 65 percent of Canadian exports and 60 percent of Mexican
exports are sold in the United States. Similar percentaaes of exports
to the United States as a fraction of total exports are ~s follows: 26
percent for Japan; 12 percent for the Fnited Kingdom; 9 percent
!o~ Italy; and 8 percent for Germany. Similarly, the United States
JS mflue1wed more by developments in other countries than is often
realized. The ~972-7? expansion in this country was fueled in part by
a .2o percent ]Umr m the real volume of exports from mid-1972 to
mid-1973. A drop m export demand caused by recession abroad would
intensify the current downturn in the U.S. economy.

The United States and other industrialized countries
should cooperate to avoid excessively restrictive policies
that could produce a serious worldwide recession.
Consultations designed to promote such cooperation are conducted

regula~ly under the auspices of the Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development. Such consultations are especially important at the present time.
·
An ln~egratr;d World Food Policy.-The United States has taken
the lead m settmg up the W oriel Food Conference to be held in Rome
this. November. T~is conf~rence w~ll. provide a much needed opportumty to develop mternat10nal pohe1es on food reserves and on food
aid for developing countries.
. A~ intPrnational syst-em of food reserves offers the best hope for
lnmtmg the range of ~ho!:f:-term fluctuation in food prices. Experience
of the last few years md1eates both the value of maintaining reserve
food stocks and the difficulties which are encountered when reserves
become deple~ed. In the .past the availability of reserves has been
largely an acCident stemmmg from surplus U.S. production. A rational
system for the future would consist of the deliberate creation of
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reserve stocks in all the major importing and exporting countries and
the use of these reserves both to hold prices within some reasonable
range of fluctuation and to ameliorate famine or acute food needs. In
view of the present crop outlook, there is little prospect of actually
setting aside significant reserve stocks this year, but it is important that
negotiations and enabling legislation move forward so that, when crop
conditions do permit the building of reserves, the opportunity will not
be lost. Even in the absence of participation by other major nations.
the United States should proceed to establish its own system of
reserve management.
The Public Law 480 program of donations and concessional sales
of surplus U.S. agricultural products was designed to serve the dual
purposes of reducing the domestic surplus and meeting world food
nf'eds. Congress and the executive branch should f'ooperate in developing new legislation reflecting changes that have occurred in the world
food situation in the past few years. A new F.S. food aid program
should be accompanied by an international program to which all
wealthy nations contribute. The World Food Conference presents an
opportunity to discuss the design of such a program.
At best it will be some years before the developing nations can meet
their basic food needs from their own production. Food aid will be
necessary during this period, but equallv urgent will be assistance in
attaining agricultural seJf-sufficie.ncy. The Unit.ed States can readily
afford to be generous with its technical assistance. More difficult over
the next few years will be decisions on the allocation of fertilizer and
other scarce productive innuts. These allocation questions should be
decided internationally; both American farmers and developin~
nations need to know how much fertilizer can be made available and
at what price.

The United States must take the lead in developing
international policies to cope with food shortages. Congress and the :F.xe~utive should jointly develop a position
for the World Food Conference inN ovember that includes
the foUowing:
(1) U.S. readiness to participate in a new international program of food and agricultural aid to devel·
oping countrie..c;. Commitments should include fertilizer and technical assistance as well as food.
(2) Establishment of food reserves in both importing and exporting countries.7
• Senators Javits and Pearson state: "A food reserYe system to deal with acute
food shortages is needed and the United States Rhonld vigorom;Iy pursue with food
exporting and food importing nations the very complex mean"! by which such a
reserve might be established and administered. Bt>yond this, a food rt>serve
system intended to stablilize prices would not only appear to be extremely
difficult to administer (for both political and technical reasons), but might in
the long run have a counter-produetive effect. The existence of such a reserve,
or the prospect of its establishment, might well create a false sense of security
among the food deficient countries thereby dulling the efforts to increase their
own production. On the other hand, farmers in food surplus countries like the
United States mi~ht perceive su~ a reserve to be a price depressing mechanism
and, therefore, hold back in their long term production plans."
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(3) U.S. readiness in times of crop failure or temporary shortage, to utilize its reserves to sustain a
reasonable level of exports to regular customers and
to ~eveloping countries facing acute difficulties. The
l!nited State~ should not, however, undertake obligations to sustam exports to developed countries which
are themselves unwilling to carry reasonable reserve
stocks.
u.S. feed grain crops. this year are now expected to be some 15 percent below last year. tVIth carryover stocks already virtually exhausted, both _domestiC and export use of feed grains will have to be reduced
substantially. U.~. e:cports .of fee~ gnt~ns go chiefly to West Europe,
Japan, ~nd the Soviet Umon. Discussions have been held with representatives of ~estern Europe and Japan and agreement has been
reached that their purchases of U.S. fP..ed grains will be held considerablY. below l!ist year's levels .. r:J;'he Soviet Union is not presently expected
t? Import Significant quantities of feed grains this year, but this situatiOI~ co~ld c~ange if their own harvest is less than expected. The feed
g!a!n Situatwn should continue to be monitored closely. Since the
"Pmted ~tates exports only about 20 percent of its fe.ed grain crop,
mterna~wna;l ag:.-eement. to ~imit exl?orts will by no means prevent a
domest~c price rise, but It will contribute to an orderly market and to
the mau~tenance of good rela!;ions with our trading partners. Such
cooperative efforts by the U~uted States and its traditional foreign
cu_stomers to s~are rrodu.cts lil scarce supply are entirely in keeping
w1t~ the foll~wmg b1part1san recommendation of this Committee that
was mcluded m our last Annual Report:
Th~ United States should initiate negotiations to reach
multd!lteral un~e~standings regarding the availabilitv
of basic commodities and raw materials. We should seek
assured availabi~ity of essential materials imports. In
~xchange the U.mted States should offer potential recipIents of food aid and our regular export customers ass~ued access-given p.rior satisfaction of minimum domestic needs-;-to supplies of U.S. agricultural products and
raw materials.

The. example t~e Uni.ted States sets h! combating inflation domestically, m attemJ?tmg to mc~ease productiOn of scarce commodities and
produ_cts, and 1~ cooper~t1vely c~rtailing demand and sharing temporanly. scarce Items will ~e cn~ical in. determining the degree of
cooperatiOn that can be achieve~ mternatwnally in fighting inflation.
If we a~opt a. ~lfish, na~rowmmded view, w.e can only expect to be
treated m ~ snmlar fashwn by p~her countries. The consequence of
s~ch behavi.or would probab~y be to intensify inflation and increase the
rtsk of a senous global recessiOn.
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TABLE I.-MAJOR COMPONENTS OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (PERCENT CHANGES, SEASONAllY ADJUSTED
ANNUAL RATE, CONSTANT 1958 DOllARS)

Appendix. ECONOMIC SITUATION AND OUTLOOK
The gravity of the present economic situation makes it especially
important that the Administration, Congress and the public be fully
informed as to recent economic develoJ?ments and the probable economic outlook. Important policy decisiOns will be discussed at the
upcoming economic Summit Conference. Congress may be asked to
move rapidly on legislative questions relating to economic policy.
Therefore, the Committee is making available the following assessment of the economic situation and outlook, ·which has been prepared
by the Committee staff.
Surnma:ry.-Prices as measured by the Gross National Product
(GNP) deflator rose at an annual rate of nearly 11 percent during the
first half of this year. Real output fell at an annual rate of about 4
percent. The unemployment rate rose from an average of 4.7 percent
in the fourth quarter of 1973 to 5.1 percent in the second quarter of
1974. and has since risen further to 5.4 percent in August.
Most forecasters expect real GNP to remain essentially flat in the
second half and prices to continue to rise at a rapid rate of anywhere
from 9 to 12 percent. Unemployment is expected to rise further,
averaging between 5¥2 and 6 percent for the remainder of the year.
For the year 1974 as a whole, real output is expected to be down 1
percent or more from the 1973 average, while prices may rise 10
percent or more from the 19T3 average.
.
Economic developments m 1975 are, of course, much more dlfficu}t
to predict, especially as policy decisions taken in the remainde~ of tins
year could have a significant impact on t~e cour~e of events m 1975.
Private forecasts available at the present. t~me, winch for the mo~t part
assume no major shift from current pohc1es, suggest a change m real
output within the range of -0.5 to + 1.5 percent for the year as a
whole and an increase in prices of anywhere from ? to 10 percent.
This forecast implies that unemployment would contmue to mcrease
steadily, with the unemployment rate well above 6¥2 percent by the
fourth quarter of 1975.
Developments Over the Past 1'2 Months: Gross National Prodnet.GNP rose $109 billion, or 8.6 percent, in current dollars from the second quarter of 1973 to the second quarter of 1974. After adj~1stment
for priee increase, however, the ;eal volume of ~oods and serviCes ~ell
about 1 percent. Table 1 summarizes the changes m real GNP by rna )Or
sectors.
(44)

Total
GNP--------.
_____
---.- ••• ..
- ......
---------Final sales
______ ; ____
._.••••••••••••
____________--. •••
___________
___ ......
_____ _
Personal consumption expenditure ________ ---------------------Business fixed illvestment__ ________________________ -----------Residential construction _______________________ ---------- •••••••

Federal purchases •••. ______ .. ___ ._ .. __ .. _... -------.- •• --.---State and local purchases ____________ •• _________ ------ ________ _
Gross domestic product. _____________ •••••••••• -- ____ ._-----------.

1972:1V
to 1973:11

1973:11
to 1973:1V

1973:1V
to 1974:11

+5.8
6.1
+4.3
+16.9
-4.0
-5.0

+2.0
-.9
-2.7
+3.6
-23.6

-1.3
+1.0
-25.6

+7.3
+2.0

+-4
-3.9

+5.8
+5.8

-4.5

-4.0
~1.2

-.4·

Source: Department of Commerce.

As can be seen in Table 1, real output grew rapidlv in the early part
of 1973, but the rate of growth slowed abruptly 1n the second half
of the year, with the real volume of final sales actually declining.
This decline in final sales was masked by an unusually large accumulation of business inventories. Measured in 19"58 dollars, the rate of inventory accumulation increased from $7.8 billion in the second quarter
of 1973 to $20.0 billion in the :fourth. In the first half of this year,
final sales fell slightly more rapidly more than in the second half of
last year, and an ~ompanying drop in the rate of inventory accumulation caused total GNP to fall rather sharply. The pattern of Gross
Domestic Product, which measures output produced within the geographic boundaries of the United States, has conformed quite closely
to that of GNP over the past 18 months.
'
.
The decline in real output in the past 12 months has been concentrated in the consumer, residential building, and Federal sectors.
Some part of the weaknesses in the consum~r sector is attributable to
the sharp drop in automobile purchases following the Arab oil embargo last fall. Consumer spending on new domestically produced automo~
biles in' the second q'1arter of 1974 was 25 percent less in real terms
than it was a year earlier. However, other ar(\as of consumer spending
have a] so been weak in recent quarters. If gasoHne. motor oil and auto
purchases are excluded, other consumer purchases have dropped about
0.4 percent during the past four quarters.
The sector of the economy which h~;~,s shown .the sharpest decline,
of course, is rcsiden.tial con~truction, where ~al output in the second
quarter was 25 percent below year earlier levels. In. real terms, Federal
purchases in the second qu~Ij;er wer~ 2.:4 percent below year earlier
levels while State and local purchases were 11p about 3.8 percent. However, real State and local purchases are estimated to have fallen
slightly from the first to the second quarters of this year; the only
such decline since the first quarter of 1962.
Business fixed investment continued to incrp,ase in real terms during the past four quarters, hut the rate of increase, especially in the
first half of this year has been less than many observers had anticipated.
Wages, Prices arui Productivity.-Prices as measured by the GNP
deflator rose 9.7 percent from the second quarter of 1973 to the second
quarter of 1974. Within this period, as shown in Table 2, the overall
rate of increase was considerably sharper in the first half of 1974
than in the preceding 6 months.

(
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TABLE 2.-WAGES, PRICES, AND PRODUCTIVITY (PERCENT CHANGES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATE)

GNP deflator ____________________________________________________ _
Deflator for gross private product_ _________________________________ _
Consumer Price Index:'
All items ___________________________________ c ________________ _
Food _____ ----------------------- ___________________________ _
N-onfood commo.dities __ ·--- ___________________________________ _
Services _______________________________ -------C--------- ____ _
Wholesale Price Index: 1
All commodities ______________________________________________ _
Industrials ________________________________________ - __ ----- __ _
Farm products, processed foods and feeds ______________________ _
Output per man-hour•-- __________________________________________ _
Compensation per man-hour•______________________________________ _
Unit labor costs '----- ____________________________________________ _

!972:1V to
1973:11

1973:11 to
!973:1V

!973:1V to
1974:11

6.4
6.4

8.5
8. 7

10.9
ll. 5

8. 0
21.5

9. 7
18.6
5;6
8.4

12.6
!0. 9
!5. 9
10. 1

20.2
10.6
45.8
1.6

10.9
10.9
10.4
-.3
7. 7
8.1

18.2
34.!1

4. 7
4. 0

8. 2
6.6

-11.5

-4.0
9. 5
13.9

' Measured from last month of one period to last month of next period.
• Private nonfarm economy.
Sources: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

~·

Food prices, however, have followed an opposite pattern. Thus, in
contrast to 1973, inflation in the first half o:f 1974 was led by increases in the ptice of nonfood commodities.
The decline in farm prices which prevailed in the first half of this
year was reversed in July and August, with the wholesale price index
for farm products, processed foods and feeds rising about 14 percent in
just those 2 months, thus essentially regaining the extraordinarily
high level of August 1973. Wholesale industrial prices continued
their sharp advance in July and August and have now been rising
at an annual rate in excess oi 30 percent ever since last March.
. Table 2 also shows the accelerating trend in unit labor costs. This
trend was caused by the decline in output per man-hour rather than by
any marked acceleration in labor compensation. The rate of increase
in compensation per man-hour fluctuated within a fairly narrow range
during the 18'-month period shown in the table. However, productivity,
as measured by output per man-hour, has declined steadily for the
past five quarters reflecting reductions in output unaccompanied by
any reduction in man-hours. In the first half of 1974 this produced a
situation in which unit labor costs rose at the extraordinary rate of 14
per~Rnt.

Worker compensation, whether measured by the quarterlv figures
shown in Table 2 or by any of several available monthly series,
rose more slowly than consumer prices, meaning that real wages
fleclined from mid-1973 to mid-1974. Table 3 summarizes recent wage
changes both in current dollars and after adjustment for consumer
price increases.

(
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I ABLE 3.-WAGES (PERCENT CHANGE, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATE, PRIVATE NONFARM ECONOMY

Hourly Earnings Index:•
Cqmmt dollars_______________________________________________
1967 dollars__________________________________________________
Average weekly earnings:
Current dollars_______________________________________________
1967--------------------------------------------------------

December
1972 to
June
1973

June
1973 to
December
1973

Decem be
1973 to
June
!974

5. 9
-2. 0

-2 .. 2

7. 4

8. 9
-3.1

7. I
-. 8

-2.2

7.3

6. 4
-5.5

' Adjusted for overtime (manufacturing only) and interindustry employment shifts.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The data in Table 3 show a relatively moderate rise in hourly earnings measured in current dollars in the first half of this year. Data for
the most recent 3 months available (May, June, July) show a more
marked acceleration, with the hourly eariJ.ings index rising at an annual rate of 11 percent. This rise, however, has barely kept pace with
the rate of price increase. Real hourly earnings have remained essentially unchanged since March and are still more than 3 percent below
year earlier figures.
Employment and Unemployment.-As indicated above, the decline
in man-hours worked in the first half of this year was less than the
decline in output, leading to a drop in productivity as conventionally
measured. A similar pattern is apparent in the data on employment
and unemployment. Despite declining output, total employment rose
slightly in the first half. As can be seen in Table 4, the rise was insufficient to keep pace with growth of the labor force, so that unemployment rose.
TABLE 4.-LABOR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT (PERCENT CHANGES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES)
1972 IV
to 1973 II
Civilian labor force:
Total ______________________ ---_-- __ -------------------------Adult men __________________________________________________ _
Adult women ________________________________________________ _
Both sexes, 16 to 19 yr _______________________________________ _
Employment:
Toial ______________________ ---------------------------------Adult men ______________________________________________ ----Adult women _______________________________________________ _
Both sexes, 16 to 19 yr _____________________________ ----------Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1973 II
to 1973 IV

1973 IV
to 1974 II

3. 0

3. 3

1.2
5.1
6. 9

3. 3
8. I

4. 0
-1.5

3. 8
1.8
6. I
8.8

3. 7
3. 1
3. 3
9. 2

-.2

2. 5

1.7
.8

.7

3. 3
-3.2

(

(

(
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~scan also be seen in Table 4, the labor force grew much more slow~
ly m the first half of 1974 than it had in the previous 6 months. The
slowing, however, was limited to adult males and teenagers. The adult
:female labor force co~tii;med t~ grow rapidly. Patterns in the growth
of employment were Similar, with employment of adult men and teen~
agers actually declining while employment of adult women continued
to expa~d strongly. This differential pattern can probably be 17xplained
!it lea~ m part by tJ:e continued growth of employment opportunities
m retail trade and m State and local government, sectors which employ a high pr-oportion of women. Employment in the automobile industry, which employs a high proportion of men, declined.
For each of the three age and sex groups the data suggest that
labor force participation is highly sensitive to employment opportunities. Since those who drop out of .(or fail to enter) the labor force are
not counted am.ong the unemployed, changes in measured unemployment, as shown m Table 5, by no means reflect the full magnitude of the
change in labor market conditions during the past year.

49
and illustrates the dramatic jump in net income from 1972 to 1973
and the subsequent partial decline toward more normal levels.
~able 8:- based on the Department of Agriculture's ·August crop
es~Imate, Illustrates the very short supply of feed grains expected
this year.
Ta.b!e 9 presents estimates ?f world grain production and consumptiOn. It can be ~en th~t m 4 of the last 6 years, consumption
has exceeded production, wtth the cumulative effect that carryover
st?Cks have dropped from 24 to 11 percent of consumption. In1974-75,
~Ith ca.rryover stocks already too small to permit much further drawmg dq.wn both production and consumption are expected to fall by
between 2 and 3 percent.
.
TABLE 7.-INCO!'!E RECEIVED FROM fARMING t
Realized grosS farm income
Billions
of dollaB

60.;6 -------------69.9
+15.3
97.0
+38.7

TABLE 5.-SELECTED UNEMPLOYMENT RATES
[Average during period!

98.4

JuJY-Decem·
ber 1973

All civilian workers _______ ... __________ ••• __ ---------

Adult men __ • _______ • ________ • ________________ _
Adult women ___ ••. ____ ... _____________________ •
Both sexes,
16 _________
to 19 yr --------------------------White
........
.·: ______________________ _
Nonwhite. __ ...... _. _____________
________ _
--~--

s. 0
3. 4
4.9
14.1
4.5
9.0

4.7
3.0
4.8
14. 3
4. 2
8. 9

Percent
change

JanuaryJune 1974

5.2

3. 5

5.1
15.2
4. 7
9.2

JulyAugust 1974

5.4

3.7

5.2

15.8
4.8
9.3

+5.6

Farm production expenses
Billions
of dollaB

Pen:ent
change

47.6 -------------52.4
+10.1
64.7
+23.5
74.5
+18.4

Net income to farm operators

Billions

Percent
change

of dollaB

14.4 --··-··------18.4
+27.8
~2
+.96.7
26.9
-19.2

1 Includes Government payments. Net income includes inventory chanp
• Seasonally adjusted annual rate. Percent changes are from 2d quarter i973.
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.

TABLE 8.-U.S. FEEDGRAIN SUPPLIES, USE, AND CARRYOVER STOCKS (INCLUDES CORN, SORGHUM, DATa AND
BARLEY)
(MIIIi!IP,S of short tons!

Source: Bureau of labor Statistics.

Production

Federal Budget.-On a national income a.ccount basis, the Federal
budget was essentially in balance in the first half of 1974. As shown
in Table 6, there has 'been no significant deficit since the first half of
1973.

'.Ending

Exports

160

155
166

~
!05

173

t13'

175

••55

~~~.~

···~

21
27

43
44
12J

1 Midpoint of

.!

~;~:~~iures~~::::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Surplus or deficit(->---------------------------------------

1973, 2d half

1974, 1st half

252.1
261.3
-9.2

265.1
267.0
-1.9

285.5
286.3

,J4

".!

projected range.
'

Source: U.S. Depart,ment of Agriculture.

1973, 1st half
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32

.. !l

TABLE 6.-FEDERAl RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES

[National income account basis, billions of dollars, seasonally adjusted annual rate!

:

.lj'

'I

".:.

. TABLE 9.-WORLD GRAIN PRODUCTION, CONSUMPfiON, AND sTOCKS I··

-0.8

Source: Department of Commerce.

Had the unemployment rate been at the 4 percent conventionally used
to estimate the full employment budget, there would have been a surplus of around $10 billion in fiscal1974. In fiscal1975 this surplus may
rise to around $15 billion.
On a unified basis, reeeipts in fiscal 1974 were $264.8 billion and
outlays $268.3 billion, for a deficit of $3.5 billion. The latest official
outlay estimate for fiscal1975 is $305.4 billion. Receipts are estimated
at $294 billion, for a deficit of $11.4.
Agri(}UU.ural Situation.-Tables 7, 8 and 9 below present information on important aspects of the current agricultural situation. Table 7
presents the recently revised data on income received from farming

Production

COMumption

819

790
840
856
889
927
969
943

821

819
908
884
967

942
1

Includes wheat, rye, barley, oats, com·and. sornum.

- _Souru: .u.s. Departmtnt ~·1\griclllture.

.,,

..II

!

t~

108 .
106

24
20

. 12

"

105

.t! ,'"

i•

i·
i'''l"

•

•

'· 15
17

u

11
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The Economic Ou,tlook for the Second Half of ~.974.-Re?ent ~ore
.casts are largely in agreement that re~l ~mtp.ut wlll gro_w ht!le 1f at
all in the second half. Little if any dimmutiOn of the mflat1011 rat<e
_il; expected. Table 10 below summarizes three recent fo.r:eca:sts.
SUPPLEMENTARY VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN PATMAN ,

TABLElO.-SEtECTED GNP FORECASTS

!Seasonally 11djusted apnual rate!
1974:11 to
1974:1V(
1973:1V to
1974;11

forecas

actual

DRP

Chase•

Wllarton •

-4.0

+0.6
+0.8
+1.9

-1.2
+O.l

-1.4·

-1;2

...:u

-25.5
+l.'ll
-0.4
+0.,\
9.-4
10.9
5.,1

-25.0
+1.9

-5.3
+2.0
7. 7
9.4

5.9

+1.1

-13.5

+3.5

-4.3
+3.6

3.7
12.4
5.5

-o.&.

+O.!i.
-9.9
-2.7
+0.7

-,0.·!>

-s:o.

HA·
5,9

Data Resources, Inc. Forecast of Aug. 27, !97,4.
· ·
· ·· , Chase Econometrics Forecast of Aug. 2~, 1974. . ·
a Wharton Econometri.c Forecasting AsSociates Forecast of Aug. 30, 1974•

1

AU three forMJasts: sllOW).l, a,bo.ye, p~<J,ict ~hat fi1;1al sale,s.,will rem~i*1
e<>Sentially flat in the second half.,:A drop m the. mventory accumul~
tion rate will cause total GNP t~ h~weaJmr than final sales a~d possibl to £all at a rate of 1,percent or J?-Ore..The !orecasts ar~ m agreem~t that a further· substantial drop m residential construc~10n spend•ing will be .a: major negativ-e factor. Other sectors may e1ther drop
or rise slightly.
.
.
. .. · £
h' · ·
·
·:: '
In an attempt to assess the {>OSSibihtles or ac mymg some Impro•~ment in this outlOQk, the J~nnt Ec~nomic Committee staff has :used
; an econometric mOdel to asSess the I_rnpact ~f the fiscal and l!lonetary
policies suggested in this report. Th1s exerCise sug~~sts p1,at If ~.Ild
ing were held to the $300 billion recommended 1n t~r~. rydo f ~~
monetary policy were eased moderately .real GNP a~ the en o • '
would be about ·$6 billicm higher .t;lwl;li' :WOl~ld·'OO 1~ iihe absence of
such action and the rate of. iJJfl.ll<tion ~o.ul.d be essentially unch_anged.
With it larger GNP, ta:x r~e_ipts would mcrease. Togeth1,1r with t!1e
lower spending level this would significantly red_uce the Fede~al defi~It.
S\lb~nti&l 'benefits w;o.l!ld ~<tr'ije to residential constructiOn, with
housing st-a-rts running at a,n annual rate .about 400,000 above wha~
would ot~!'lrwise be expected. ,
. . ..
.·h: 1:l
'· Econom~tric models have wany hm1tatmns and.these resnltss ou c .
be taken ~nerely as~jiggestiv:f.'l of the genera~ magn1tude of the effect ~o
be expecte4 from the policie§l r.ecommen~ed m this report. Eco~ometnc
models have no ready way ohncorporatmg the resu~ts of a pr~ce-w~g:e
monitoring .program .or the beneficial ~s.ychologtc';l-1 effects wh1ch
might result from decisive government achons. It ""?uld. be r01t~~le
to conclude that the total positive effect of the oombmat1on of pohc~s
recommended in this report would be greater than the econometr1e
simulations suggest.

,

1

·I will coniine my .col1llllQnts. on this Interim Report to monetary
and fiseAl policy. Such comments· as I may have on other aspects of the
.report;will-bMtubmitted with the :finali!epol't.
; .
The uuro:ent; double digit inftation has sev.etal additive causes. Chief
amo.ngrt~ is mon6ta.ry:,misnuumgement. Fiscal exoosses and special
.factors auchas;di:oaght,.ant!ltheOFEC·imposed;oil price rise may ac.count for chaJage!l:iiJ.~ llate·o:finJlatJi()n in;theahort run. But~ over a
.period 1\S lQng,,as.the Ql10· lin whi~h tb.e currant:inililation has been raging, the rate ~. ;whi~h the ,price level: rise& depends atrntegically 01~
Federal Reserve policy. Let me point out that from 1965 to mid year
1974 the rate of mcrease in the Co11sumers' Price Index was 3.6 percentage points faster per year than in the 1953-1964 period. And also,
in the 1965-1974 period th~ Nation~s money supply (publicly held
currency and demand deposits) grew 3. 7 percentage points per year
faster than in 1953-1964 and the Treasury bill rate averaged 280 basis
points higher. The connection between the Federal Reserve's money
policies, interest rates and inflation should be apparent to all. "\Ve can
achieve reasonable interest rates and sto_R inflation only if new money
is created at about the same rate as the historic growth of our labor
force and its productivity. The ,Joint Economic Committee has long
recommended that the Federal Reserve be guided by this principle,
and I see no reason to modify this recommendation. This principle
gives adequate leeway for real economic growth but would prevent
the Federal Reserve from accommodating and validating current and
future inflation spirals through willy-nilly expansion of the money
supply.
I am, however, equally concerned that the Federal Reserve will not
again become a monetary tightwad, failing to create new money as
fast as labor force and productivity grow and thereby causing recessions as in 1953-54 1957-58, 1960-61, 1966--67 and 1969-70. ·v. e have
had enough Federai Reserve roller-coaster rides. The proper monetary
policy to follow l!mv is ~me of steady, moderate.money supply growth
·
. and a gradual easmg of mterest rates.
Under any monetary conditions, moreover, there are areas of public
need which are starved for credit. It is essential that we adopt policies to allocate credit to areas of greatest need such as housing. ;:o;uch a
program of allocation, if properly carried out, will allow the ri1onetary
managers to maintain stable policies on money growth and at the same
time to alleviate severe hardships.
It should come as no surprise now that I am against trying to check
inflation by tinkering with the budget. We should of course contmually strive for better economy and efficiency in the Government sector.
Every penny of waste and fat in the budget should be cut as fast as it
can be found. But we deceive the people when we report that fiscal
(51)
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deficits are to blame for inflation and recommend cutting the budget
as the way to check it. The budget has become less and less expansionary since 1971 and is not now inflationary by any reasonable standard.
The NIA Federal deficit fell from $22 billion in 1971, to $17.5 billion
in 1972, and then to annual rates of $9.2 billion in the first half of 1973,
$1.9 bill\<m jn the_ se9()J].{'i half 9f 1973 and. $0,8 bjllion)nthe first half
of 1974.
There are many essential government programs that remain underfunded or uFI.funded. It would be a grave error for us to sacrifice housing programs, transit needs, health care, clean air and water, and necessary education and welfare programs to the false demonology of
cutting the budget to achieve a balance which already virtually exists.
We must make only those cuts in the budget which cut fat and waste,
and must not defer meaningful funding of essential public services.
The fight against inflation cannot be won by tilting with windmills,
and such battling will only lead to unn~ry sacrifices;
·
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SLATER 225-5171

FOR REL~E AFTER 6 P.M.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1974
FOR SUNDAY A.M. PAPERS
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

Joint Economic Committee Presents Recommendations
On Reducing Inflation and RestoringEconomic Growth
This afternoon

(Saturde;y~

September 21) Members of the

Congressional Joint Economic Committee presented President Ford with
their recommendatiOns for quick action to deal with the country'seconomic
problems.

Key recommendations include a reduction in Federal spending to

$300 billion, a moderate easing of monetary policy, a strengthened rolefor
the Council on Wage and Price Stability, a major program of public service
' employment, and the appointment of a commission to draft omnibus legislation
to,.remove impedilllents to competition.
In releasing the recotmnendations, Senator Wflliam.ProXItlire

(D-Wis.)~

Vice ... Chairman of the Committee • stressed· that ''These recommendations
represent the joint views of the Democratic and Re-ptibliean members of the
Joint Economic Committee.

While individual

noted their reservations on some specific
degree of unanimity is remarkable.

members~

points~

including m.vself, have

taken as a whole the

This action program for reducing inflation

and restoring econolllic growth ia a program which will command broad support
in the Congress and among the public.
"Our report was prepared in response to the hope expressed by
President Ford in his first address to Congress on

A~ust

12 that the

Committee could present recommendations on economic -policy within six weeks.
We are very -pleased that we were able to present these recommendations Prior
to the Economic Summit next weekend, and we hoPe they will be fully debated
bY other particiPants in these summit meetings.

In our report we stress

the urgent necessitY that these summit meetings be followed bv auick and
decisive action to deal with a deteriorating economv.
"As our report brings out. it is essential to understand the

anatomv of the current inflation.

We do not face a tYPical excess demand

inflation, nor a typical cost-push inflation.
causes -- manv of them international in origin.

The inflation has had multiple
Furthermore. this inflation

increasingly appears also to be the result of administerea

pr~ce ~ncreases

.Ln
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non-competitive industries.

No other factor can fully explain price

increases ranging from 40 to 80 percent during the past year in industries
such as steel, chemicals and petroleum.

Monetary and fiscal policy alone

cannot cope with the present inflation.

Measures to restore competition

antitrust action and reform of government regulations -- must be a key
element in a program to·reduce inflation and restore economic growth.
"This report contains many valuable recommendations.

I personally

feel that one of the mast significant and most original is the recommendation
that a Commission be appointed to prepare omnibus legislation to strengthen
competition.

If all the government impediments to competition -- the

Interstate Commerce Commission regulations, the restraints on trade, the
Buy America requirements -- and the private defenses against competition
the monopolistic.practices -- can be attacked together in a single antiinflation bill, it may be possible to rally the political support to.'!nake
real progress against inflation."
The report contains supplemental views by Committee Chairman
Wright Patman.

Copies of the report entitled "An Action Program to Reduce

Inflation and Restore Economic Growth" are available in the Committee's
office, Room G-133 Dirksen Senate Office Building.
II # # #
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS
The Committee's recommendations are grouped under four hearings:
Fiscal and Monetary Policy; Price and Incomes Policy; Help for Those Hurt
Most by Inflation; and Restoring Greater Competition to the Economy.
With respect to fiscal and monetary policy, the Committee recommends
that Federal spending in the current budget year be held to $300 billion,
and that this reduction from present spending estimates be accompanied by a
moderate shift toward less restrictive monetary policy.
Within the $300 billion spending total, defense and civilian
spending should be cut sufficiently to make room for intial costs of a new
public service employment program.
The Committee also expressed the view that a system for channeling
credit into sectors such as housing, agriculture, public utilities, small
business , and State and local government and into productive rather than
speculative corporate investment is required.
With respect to price and incomes policy, the Committee recommends
that part of the purchasing power workers have lost to inflation should be
restored through tax relief for low and middle-income persons, rather than
through larger wage increases. This tax relief should be accompanied<by
revenue-raising tax reforms so that the overall revenue-raising potential
of the tax system is not reduced. Reductions in the social security tax
or in the lower brackets of the income tax, coupled with the elimination of
unjustified tax subsidies, an increase in the minimum tax on those in the
highest income brackets, and the introduction of new taxes designed to
encourage the conservation of energy would meet this objective.
The Committee feels that the Council on Wage and Price Stability
has a vital role to play in reducing inflation. Its statutory powers are
limited, but if it acts vigorously and skillfully and receives public support,
it can accomplish a great deal. The Committee recommends a number of actions
the Council should take, including industry-by-industry guidance on price and
wage behavior and systematic review of government practices which contribute
to inflation. The Council should be required to send formal public notice
to Congress as well as the President of any serious threat to the antiinflation program caused by failure to comply with the Council's guidance.
The Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and the Assistant Attorney
General in charge of the Antitrust Division should be made members of the
Council.
In order to help those hurt most by inflation, the Committee
recommends a public service employment program which would be triggered
when unemployment reaches 5.5 percent and which would be expanded to a
total of 500,000 to 650,000 jobs if unemployment goes to 6 percent.
The Committee also recommends improvements in the unemployment
insurance program and in other income support programs.
To restore greater competition to the economy, the Committee
recommends that a Commission be appointed jointly by Congress and the President
to recommend comprehensive legislation to eliminate both governmental and
private barriers to an efficient market economy. The Commission should
consider the elimination, retention, or modification of: Federal subsidies,
production quotas and marketing orders, price supports, excess stockpiles,
prevailing wage determinations, excessive or inept regulation of transportation
and communication, import quotas and voluntary agreements to curtail imports,
retail price maintenance, and other similar governmental impediments to economic
efficiency.
The Commission should also consider the strengthening of private
competition through actions such as divestiture and reorganization; improved
antitrust laws and administration, including the transfer of enforcement
responsibility to an independent agency; and removal of artificial barriers
to employment.
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The Commission sho-qld in addition consider the provision of
adjustment assistance for groups of workers severely affected by the
transition to a more competitive economy.
The Conuilission should report within six months of its establishment. In appointing the Commission the President and the congressional
leadership should make an advance commitment to introduce the Commission's
recommendations in Congress immediately in the form of omnibus legislation
and to give it prompt consideration.
The report contains a number of additional recommendations with
respect to energy, agriculture, better coordination of economic policy,
and achievement of increased productivity throughout the economy. It
stresses the importance of maintaining the price ceiling on "old" domestic
oil, of revitalizing our energy conservation ef'fort, and of' intensifying
our efforts to achieve lower world oil prices. It urges that the United
States take the leadership in working for an international system of food
reserves and an expanded international program of food and agricultural
aid for developing countries.

